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ABSTRACT
This Study is concerned with n consideration of certain Audio 
Visual aids and their practical application In school in the teaching 
of reading, J^hasis is placed on the Primary Sector and experimentation 
is carried out mongst children aged 4+ to 74- years.
Following a discussion of relevant literature and psychology
related to the use of Audio Visual aids, the study is divided into two
separate and yet related sectionss #
a) audio visual aids and the child
h) audio visual aids and the teacher#
In the first instance a series of experiments is carried out amongst 
young children using Language Master and tape Recorder to assess their 
reading attainment as compared with that of children receiving 
traditional teacher Instruction, Results are analysed and suggestions 
made for future research.
In the second part of the study consideration is made of the 
role of the teacher in the use of audio visual aids. Following an 
Introduction outlining "accepted" theories about the use of audio visual 
aids and the role of the teacher, the Study concerns itself with the 
analysis of teachers' opinions as received in the completion of a 
thirteen part questionnaire. Teachers are asked to express an opinion 
on the use of certain audio visual aids in the teaching of reading end 
their replies are analysed according to six variables of sex, age, age 
range taught, experience, training course and qualifications. Teachers 
are asked for their own coiments which are included along with conclusions 
drawn from the results of the study,
A conclusion is made on the findings of the study and 
suggestions made for future research along the lines of a comparative 
media study.
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"Accept the new media 
challenge because there is 
nothing for you and your 
pupils to lose and much to 
be gained"# (Trowbridge, 1973)
»oOo*
CHARTER I.
Introduction* the purpose of 
the study and why the 
research was felt necessary*
^  / In recent years there has been a considerable development in 
the application of technology to education and more specifically to 
reading. The sixties in particular saw a number of things happening 
which brought about the modem learning situation, Non print reference 
material first became respectable and so today many libraries include 
filmed and taped material and other media in their stocks. Also an 
increasing number of schools began to develop ways of working in which 
the use of audio visual ^  equi^ent became important, e,g, situations 
developed in which the use of self instructional techniques assumed im* 
portante In such activities as group and Individual work and mixed 
ability teaching, "There was in addition a growing realisation by 
teachers that the multiplication of machines in schools was not a threat 
to the profession, for there is no machine substitute for human relation­
ships, Moreover, machines have the potential for making teachers more 
effective than ever before", (Trowbridge, 1974 p,2.) Consider for a 
moment broadcast material for schools. It represents the results of much 
more preparation and work than is possible for any serving teacher, or 
group of teachers to devote to a lesson* In addition, in a situation of 
rapid turnover of staff, broadcast material can help to provide a few 
familiar situations, and a link between one teacher and the next.
Children are surrounded as they grow by automatic, mechanical 
and electronic devices. They are more confident of using equipment than 
any previous generation has been* Children are readily involved with the 
products of modem technology because technology has always been part of 
their lives. They are eager to make use of relevant, modern equipment
For the purpose of this study audio visual is used to mean an aid 
which is Intrinsically audio visual, e,g. Television# - an aid which 
is audio and to Wilch visual material can be related directly to sound 
output, e.g. Tape recorder; - an aid which displays visual material and 
to which sound material can be related# e.g. Overhead projector.
î' ’
to help them with their learning at school, and their confidence enables 
them to become competent quickly and easily*
Reading is perhaps the most basic of the so called three *R*s'* 
Until a child has acquired a sound knowledge of reading he will have 
difficulty with all else he attempts* As for the position of reading 
with regard to audio visual aids this is perhaps best sunsned up by Fry 
(1961, p*43) who says, "Since reading is a perennial subject which con­
sumes a great deal of instructional time it is inevitable that teaching 
machines and the subject matter of reading are being and will be put 
together". Audio visual aids can play an important part in the 
acquisition of basic reading skills* Some machines display reading 
readiness pictures under transparent keys* The student selects the 
correct matching picture or symbol* Reading comprehension is a natural 
'task* for machines e*g* a tape recorder might be used to ask the
student to answer questions based on reading a prescribed passage. The
improvement of vocabulary is another area in which audio visual aids can 
help, whilst contextual clues can be taught by having the student supply 
the missing word in a sentence. Phonics can be taught to very young 
children by having the pupil match letter sounds to pictures - in this 
sphere the Synchrofax machine Can be invaluable* The list is endless
and it may be suggested that if audio visual aids were more readily
available and used the strategies of teaching reading would be extended 
and not diminished. In essence this is one of the writer's main con­
siderations. "How useful can audio visual aids be in the teaching of 
reading?" "Can they help the child for whom conventional approaches 
appear to have failed?". As previously stated one now teaches the child 
of the technological age, it would seem sensible to use his natural 
•environment* to teach him, provided it gives equal or better results than 
methods previously used. Teachers need not feel threatened* their role 
is not diminished. Indeed they have an important role to play* To what
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extent a selected sample chose to play their role will be the writer's 
second consideration, and this is particularly important in the knowledge 
that as Calvin reveals, (1962, p.46.) "when teachers are unfavourable 
student performance on programmed material is inferior**.
This then forms the background of the ensuing research. How 
useful are audio visual aids in the teaching of reading, and how readily 
accepted are they by teachers for this purpose?
CHAPTER 2.
The Review of Pertinent Literature,
Introduction,
A review of pertinent literature in this field is limited by 
several factors. First, much of the literature available is American 
and to this extent the results may be culture bound. Second, the 
number of oq^ eriments is small. Third, the experimental conditions 
and the purposes, lengths and natures of the materials used may vary 
considerably# These last two factors ensure that in such a review 
it is not possible to draw firm conclusions well supported by experi­
mental evidence. There appear to be so many unspecified variables 
in the "usual" classroom situation that it is seldom possible to com­
pare a pure machine/progransne treatment with a pure non-machine/ 
programme treatment. "Good experimental design demands that the 
amount of time spent, the difficulty of the material or some independent 
property of the Instructional property of the instructional process be 
equated between the two techniques. Where one technique consists of 
conventional classroom teaching and reading assignments, this is 
difficult to achieve". (Green, 1962. p. 1 ff.)
Therefore in such comparative investigations there has to be 
a compromise in evaluating experimental tests of relative teacher 
versus machine effectiveness. The results from such investigations 
are specific and apply tothe particular situation in which they were 
carried out; i.e. the effectiveness of a particular aid and its pro­
gramme designed to teach a particular sample compared with a particular 
classroom group. The careful matching of groups and repetition of 
experiments have proved worthwhile in showing that in many instances 
audio visual aids and programmed material are at least as effective as 
other classroom procedures. However, the most frequent findings are 
of no significant differences between experimental and control groups. 
The results of many comparative investigations can be of little value be­
cause one cannot generalize from them. The particular aid and material
7used, the quality of classroom instruction and the reliability and 
validity of evaluative instruments are among variables affecting the 
utility of results*
Research in this country haS tended to take the form of
a) programe and machine development and Sppraisal#
b) comparisons between classroom method and programmed teaching*
A number of Investigations have been directed to comparing the relative 
achievement of machine and teacher taught pupils* H^ever, with some 
notable exceptions instructional media research prior to 1950 was 
characterised by a pre-occupation with what Lumsdaine (1963) called 
"evaluative comparisons". in other words learning from some unspecified 
medium was compared with learning from some unspecified presentation by a 
teacher or other medium* For all its faults, however, this instructional 
media research made a number of contributions* As Allen points out,
"First, evaluative and unscientific though the research was it focused 
the attention of educators end the public on instructional media as 
legitimate and viable channels for the transmission of educational content 
and confirmed their overall effectiveness* Second, it supplied a base 
of suppositions and hypotheses regarding the unique attributes of 
instructional media which can be studied under controlled experimental 
conditions* Third, by trying many forms of presentation and organisation 
it revealed the richness and diversity of the utilisation of media* Fourth, 
a body of measurement, audiènce/lèarnér analysis and content analysis 
techniques evolved out of comnunication research. Fifth, a begin- 
ing was made towards the understahdit^  of the persuasive and motivational 
aspects of communications". (Allen, 1971* p* 15 ff.)
Unless machine based instruction were at least comparable to 
"conventional teaching" there would have been strong reasons to resist 
its introduction. The speculation indicated, however, that learning from 
machines was perhaps not inferior to classroom teaching and moreover often
8took much less time to achieve. Fears were expressed that machines 
might promote rote learning and that retention would not he sufficiently 
great. However, the "suhstantial evidence" of transfer and ability to 
apply the knowledge acquired,and of retention equal to or better than 
teacher taught groups was, Leith claimed in 1963, "sufficient to resolve 
these doubts in most cases". (Leith, 1963$ pp 187 - 200) Over the 
past few decades researches have been carried out to try to determine 
which of several methods is the best way of teaching reading* The 
writer will outline and examine some of these researches and evaluate 
whether Leithts claim has proved to be valid or whether, as previously 
stated, the most frequent findings are of no significant differences 
between experimental and contrbl groups $
The ten to twelve years following the second world war formed 
a Waster shed for instructional media research# Old Values of research 
were being discarded and new approaches and problems investigated# Most 
studies were of a military nature but their Importance should not be 
under estimated# They constitute virtually the only attempts to ap­
proach problems in instructional media with a systematic research effort# 
When programmed learning appeared on the educational scene 
some fifteen to twenty years ago the "evaluative" research cycle was 
repeated and promoted by educationalists and by commercial interests 
alike# However, programmed instruction had the additional support of 
educational psychologists who saw it as a means of studying the learning 
process# A base of solid research was being established and many insights 
relating to the design, sequencing and structuring of media emerged*
Perhaps the most important Offshoot of this research, however, was the 
impetus given to the study of the individualisation of instruction, 
l&efeas in the past Instructional media had been considered useful In 
one way mass communication or for group instruction, attention had shifted 
to the use of media in individual teaching situations.
There was s consistent attempt by a number of researchers and 
theorists to discover, "the unique attributes of instructional media and 
their relationships to the performance of particular psychological 
functions with different kinds of learners*** (Allen 1971* p 15 ff*)
There was a second related development. This was the research 
on the "structure and sequencing of instruction with particular emphasis 
on the hierarchical chàracterestics of the content, the use of advance 
organisers, the degree of control exercised over the presentation of 
content and other factors relating to learner actions that lead to in­
creased leaming'V (Allen 1971. p 15 ff*)
In ■ 1967 'Leedham said, "In considering primary skill# the skill 
of reading ranks first# Considerable experimentation has gone on in 
this field end is still underway"* (Leedham 1967* pp 103 - 4 ) In 
1965 he had himsëlf published a report outlining some of the experience 
gained with methods of pro^tlng reading skill# by the use of programmes 
and machines* ‘ In the situation he outlines the children received 
instruction pre-recorded "on tape which : matched .programmes presented in 
picture form linked to words and phrases* It was demonstrated that 
well organised presentation of work in this manner produced reading gains 
greater than parallel non programmed circumstances*, However, Leedham 
was quick to point out that "too much work such as this could become 
quite mechanistic and the initial gains could be lost unless the child 
was introduced to new material quite frequently# Also the asount of 
preparation involved offset some of the advantages"* (Leedbam 1967# 
pp 103 - 4 )#
In considering the use of audio visual aids in the learning 
situation the question of boredom and the allied novelty effect of the 
media used Often came under discussion* As psychological factors they 
will be considered in a subsequent chapter, but it is of interest here, 
since the point has been raised by Leedham, to consider elements of
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previous research already done in this field.
Hartley (1964) stated, "How much of the apparent success of 
teaching machine learning is due to the novelty effect is an important 
question, but one which at the moment it is impossible to answer". 
(Hartley, 1964. Vol 15 pp 880ff.) It is indeed an important question 
for two main reasons:
a) to the teacher in the conventional classroom situation the 
possibility of such an effect may not encourage a favourable attitude 
to machine instruction. Indeed Calvin (1962) Silberman (1962) and 
Fry (1963) all reported that the attitudes of teachers towards pro* 
grammed instruction were major variables.
b) to the researcher such a question counsels caution in the inter­
pretation of encouraging results especially from short term experiments.
It is perhaps an impossible question to answer since not only have so 
few long term experiments been carried out but even those that have may 
be considered short term In comparison with the child's overall experience 
of the "normal" teaching/learning situation#
Three main types of novelty effect can occur:
a) the "Hawthorne" type of effect.
b) the machine effect*
c) the initial effect of any new kind of teaching.
Of the three the first is perhaps the most difficult to assess as 
children with knowledge that they are taking part in an experiment may 
not behave as children without such knowledge.
Several writers e.g. Skinner (1958), Lumsdalne (1959) and 
Faits (1961) have made comment on the second kind of novelty effect, 
that of the machine compared with conventional teaching methods. Indeed 
such comment even prompted new terminology such as "hardware effect" in 
educational literature of the time# The writer knows of only one study
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to have investigated the motivational effect of machine design that of 
Silvermann and Alter (1961) and in their conclusion they said the 
experiment "provided no support for concluding that machines have moti­
vational properties". (Silvermann and Alter (1961) pp 501 - 3) It 
must, however, he pointed out that their experiment had several 
limitations: the experiment was too short to demonstrate whether the
machine might have long term motivational properties and also in the 
design of the experiment, two different programmes were studied in each 
of the tim sessions. Perhaps the new programme could have contributed 
to the novelty effect.
"New and different teaching methods generally tend to be more 
effective than customary techniques though this is often limited to 
initial stages of application". (Pry, (1963) pp 83 ff.) To assess 
possible effects of this third type of novelty effect, researchers have 
made comparison between early and later machine based programmed in­
struction. Their concern was to show how novelty effect might influence 
early results. Porter in 1959 using a spelling programme over a 
period of 22 weeks contrasted results from the first part of the experi- 
with results from the second half. Papham (1962) using a mathematical 
programme contrasted results of a SO called low novelty group with 
those of a high novelty group, the low novelty group having used a pro­
gramme on algebra for one term three times a week and then a geometry 
programme in the same way; the high novelty group having experienced 
only the latter. Both Investigators found no significant differences 
and concluded that novelty does not effect results. However, the 
experiments had limitations. In addition to studying end results, a 
measure of learning per session would have provided argument in favour 
or against a decline in motivation; also, in Paphom's case there is 
again the problem of the introduction of a second programme which may 
have provided amongst the low novelty group some unmeasured "novelty 
effect".
3.2
Porter and Papham's conclusions are In contrast to other 
writers* Indeed^  often without empirical investigation as to whether 
novelty does affect results^ investigators assume that motivation does 
infact decline and even make suggestions for preventing it*
Eckstrand et al (1962), Garr (1959) and Barlow (1961) indicate that 
continuous reinforcement could well lose its reinforcing properties 
over a period of time* Different schedules of reinforcement and 
varying the amount and type are advocated (Becker 1963)* Skinner in 
1954 said, "If natural reinforcement inherent in the subject matter is 
not enough other reinforcers must be used"* (Skinner, (1954), pp 99-113) 
The Suggestion that student motivation does actually decrease 
is admitted in the appearance of the term "pall level"* The concept 
was developed by Bigney and Fry (1961) and defined as "the point at 
which the student loses interest in the subject and thus stops learning", 
(Eigney and Fry 1961, Supp 3) visible for example by an increase in 
errors*
What of the boredom effect/ Studies of the so Called boredom 
effect using programme instruction have been made by Mager (1961) and 
Hager and Clerk (1963) who suggested that, "programmes are boring because 
their sequences are generated by programmers rather than students"*
(Hager and Clark 1963, pp 71 - 76*) Deese (1961) suggested that we 
need to know more about the "pre exposure" attitudes of students to the 
subject matter for it is likely that these attitudes will play some part 
in determining the students' attitude to learning* Indeed this might 
be highly pertinent to the ques tion of teaching readIng as is Skinner * s 
remark (1958) that, "programming and machine Instruction help to over- ; 
come emoti#al blockages", (Skinner, 1958, pp* 137 - 58* ) - emotional 
Stability being a pré requisite of reading readiness*
It is also important to note that classrooms contain captive 
audiences and a communication on such an audience may be quite different
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from its impact on a voluntary one (MacDonald 1961)# If a child finds 
conventional instruction boring he may opt out and escape undetected.
Using audio visual aids and allied programmed material does not provide 
this opportunity so easily.
If material used for audio visual aids is boring does this 
affect results? Again an unanswerable question because of the shortage 
of studies performed on it# The term "pall effect" suggests that 
boredom does affect results and that this can be measured, but the 
criteria for measuring "pall effect" are weak# However, should ob­
servation be made that audio visual material Is becoming boring changes 
can easily be made, e.g. in difficulty of items, schedules of reinforce­
ment and length of use etc.
Sex Differences.
« >  «  « »  I #  « ■  # »  . •  # >  # t  4 #  « K  « ■  • #  < p
Among the literature on sex differences affecting results in 
the use of audio visual aids in the teaching of reading,there is again 
little evidence but much speculation. Experiments conducted using pro- 
grannies produced by Fry (1963), Larkin (1964) and Cresswell (1964) tended 
to produce results of girls making fewer errors and being more conscientious 
than boys working with textbook formats. The writer found support for 
speculation about the superiority of girls in early reading in the work 
of 3. D. McNeil (1963) idio lays emphasis on the need to standardise the 
conditions under which reading material is presented to girls and boys^  
and to ensuring that each have equal opportunities to respond. He 
compares the learning of boys and girls under the controlled conditions 
of programmed instruction with the learning of these same children under 
direct instruction by female teachers. The possibility is explored that 
teachers treat boys and girls differently and that this difference in 
treatment can be associated with differences in early learning achieve­
ment. The specific hypothesis is, 'Vhereas boys excel in beginning 
reading under the neutral conditions of programmed instruction these same
.14 '
boys will not maintain their superiority when pieced under the direction
of female teachers". (McNeil, 1963 pp 113 - 119). Further it is
hypothesised that a) "boys will be perceived by their classmates as 
receiving more negative coiments from teachers and as having fewer op?» 
portunities to respond in their reading groups then girls". (ibid, 1963# 
pp 113 - 119.) b) "reading progress will be related to teachers com­
ments and to opportunities to respond"* (ibid, 1963, pp 113 #119) The
study was conducted in two parts.
i) an auto instruction programme in reading was presented 
to kindergarten children followed by a criterion test of word recognition 
(programme taught wrds).
ii) There was a follow up study of these same children 
who were subsequently enrolled as First Graders under the direction of 
Seven female teachers* Data regarding the progress of the children under 
teacher direction were collected by administering a similar criterion test 
of word recognition (teacher taught words) after four months instruction. 
Evidence of differential treatment to progress in reading was gathered by 
means of a questionnaire to teachers and a taped interview individually 
administered to the children.
Before the experiment began 132 children (72 boys and 60 girls) 
were given a pre-test of reading readiness which measured knowledge of 
letters and words to be taught by the auto instructional programme and 
the ability to recognise likeness in letters# The performance of boys 
and girls was not different on this test. Ml took part in the first 
part of the experiment and from this McNeil points out four relevât 
features* a) boys and girls made individual responses and re­
ceived individual confirmation.
b) pupils worked in cubicles so that interaction was
not encouraged*
c) boys and girls were presented with identical frames
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at a coimon pace and received the same taped commenta of encouragement.
d) hoys and girls were given equal opportunities to 
respond; the same number of responses was demanded daily from all 
learners#
Followit^  the first part of the experiment the first post 
test was administered and contrary to the usual results from studies of 
beginning reading, boys earned significantly higher scores.
(t «* 3*65 p <0.01*) At this stage of the experiment there were possibly 
two explanations for the unusual results* First that under usual 
classroom conditions boys received inequities in treatment not afforded 
by the machines* Second that the boys were wre effectively stimulated 
in their desire to learn to read by the gadgetry of the machine#
However, when the children were questioned individually about the 
machine instruction there was no difference in attitude between boys 
and girls*
In the second part of the experiment #  boys and 44 girls 
took part. the study in no way affected the normal classroom pro­
cedures of the teachers concerned and the latter were unaware of the 
nature of the ea^ eriment, having merely been told that inasmuch as 
some of their pupils had taken part in a study of programed learnings 
a follow up of the reading performance of the children was desirable#
The word recognition test given after teacher Instruction 
was similar in format to the first test and administered in the same 
w^. The correlation of scores earned on the two tests was 0*512, 
a value which is not high*
Following machine instruction boys showed a superiority to 
girls on a word recognition test measuring familiarity with words taught. 
After teacher instruction these same boys were inferior to girls on a 
similar test covering teacher taught words*
On examining changes in rank order on these tests it was seen
lb
time 67% of the boys dropped in rank compared with 27% of the girls 
W  «= iS«6 p<0*0l)# It seemed likely that variables in the classroom 
situation might he preseat that militated against maximm performance 
by the hoys* Teachers were asked to indicate on a five point check 
sheet each child's readiness sod motivation for reading* The results 
from these showed that boys received more negative admonitions than 
girls L2 13*2 pQO.Ol), with respect to opportimity to read*
W  » 5*7 p<0*05). In motivation or readiness for reading hoys were 
assessed more negatively than girls ^  «» 6*74 p<b.Ol)* The drop in 
rank order correlated 0*313 p4o*Ol with the number of negative comments 
while the drop in rank order correlated with deprivation of opportunity 
to read 0*238 p^ 0*05* Ifeneil felt that his hypothesis was supported 
and suggests that, "a study of the features of auto instruction may be 
useful in developing teaching procedures more appropriate for hoys than 
those now commonly used"* (^ ihid, 1963, pp 113 - 119 )*
SiS.2i.i«MS£SS* i£e£Ete£“£gJJia.Ï222SS£.Sl4iâ£SSî
McNeil's experiment is important for another reason, as it %is 
one of few conducted among young children* In 1963, Schramm had re­
viewed some 36 studies comparing programmed instruction and conventional 
teaching showing that the majority involved collie stud^ts end only 
four referred to secondary school children* Thus although Attractive 
claims are made for machine learning, little evaluative work^a@ been 
done in the s<Aool age range, and where serious attention has been given 
to machine use in early reading, attention has tended to fixate on 
Visual Perception* Leith and Jones (1965) described how the inability 
of children aged 4 * 9  years to distinguish the letters d p and b was 
much reduced by a highly cued programme. The remarkable feature of the 
experiment was that, "two hours of this practice at the outside gave a 
degree of learning Which two or three months of schooling was inadequate 
to achieve"* (Leith end Jones, 1965, p*l*) Since the delayed poet
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test was given after a te% this was an encouraging report^  the 
programmers success was probably due to the fact that unlike many 
programmes of its kind it was adequately sequenced*
The evidence is finely balanced# however# as to benefits of 
elaborate pre reading training in individual lettersé Meuhl found 
that# Children who received pre training in matching the same words 
that appeared in a later vocabulary list learned to read the words sig­
nificantly better than children who received similar pre training with 
different words or Mth geometric forms”* (Meuhl 1960# pp* 215 - 221) 
the conclusion from this study and from one by Staats# Staats, and Schütz 
are roughly consistent^ and suggest that visual discrimination pre 
training with relevant letters as parts of the total word stimulus was 
more effective than with letters presented singly* Other useful studies 
are available# e*g* King, (1964) and there seems little doubt that 
children's visual perception of graphic symbols can be improved by the 
use of audio visual aids and allied programmes* However, are these 
experiments a case of ”training to test”?
McNeil and Keilar (1963) studied the value of oral response 
in beginning reading* They hypothesised that# ”beginners who are 
taught word recognition by a method which required oral responses to 
stimulus words would leam to recall, identify and comprehend more 
printed words and sentences than those children who might respond ap­
propriately to the stimulus word without saying the word aloud”#
(McNeil and Keilar 1963# 32# part 2*) Children tised in the study 
had an average C/A of 5 years and before beginning the experiment each 
child was given an intelligence test as well as -aj.reading readiness 
test which measured knowledge of |letters, knowledge of words in the pro­
gramme and the child's ability to recognise likeness in letter con­
figurations* An outline of the experiment can be found elsewhere, it 
is the results that are worthy of conaaent here* They showed that both
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oral and non-oral forma of the programme were effective in teaching, 
but the oral group were superior. the interaction effects were not 
large enough to be significantly different in showing that oral responding 
was especially important for children of lower intelligence. However, it 
was suggested that "oral responding might have motivational properties for 
children of below 100 (ibid, 1963 32, part 2) the conclusion
drawn is that oral responding is necessary for beginning reading and 
without vocalisation the performance would be worse. Possibly 
speculation, although if is common knowledge that children do first 
leam to read with vocalization and perhaps in this field audio visual 
aids have a large role to play, 
the Language Master.
In 1967 in conjunction with the Programmed tfnit Learning System 
at Loughborough, Leedhm began experimentation with the Language Master 
System. His published results lend further weight to the argument for 
using audio visual media in the teaching of reading. He devised five 
programmes parallel to five matching graded reading books. The idea was 
that by auto-instruction the child assimilated words, pictures and 
phrases by seeing and hearing the related symbol, word and sentence on 
the Language Master, the child then progressed to reading the graded 
books. Leedham's results showed that in a relatively short space of 
time reading ages had been improved by audio visual stimuli.
Keen and Anderson were critical of Leedham’s research for 
relying heavily on phonic method. They said, "the lack of phonic 
order in English spelling makes this method inadequate as a basis for 
teaching reading". (Keen and Anderson 1967, pp 29 - 32.) They 
therefore compiled progrmmnes where phrase units were used for the basis 
of comprehension. Using a 'Vnodified well-known reading scheme" the 
child was introduced to five phrases in each programme. A class of 39
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children with ages ranging from 6.4 years to 7.0 years were considered 
for the research and the number of children used for the experiment de­
pended entirely on the distribution of backward readers# The Holborn 
reading scale was used to determine the reading age of the whole class#
To ascertain which children fell under the category of backward tht^ y 
followed the guidelines of the Min# of Ed* publication Heading Ability. 
Backward readers were defined as "those with reading ages more than 20% 
below their C/A"* (Keen and Anderson, 1967, pp. 29 - 32*)
Of the 39 children tested 11 had reading ages equal to 100% 
of their C/A or above. 10 had reading ages of between 90% and 100% 
and 18 fell between 80% and 90% * Of these the 12 nearest the 80% line 
were chosen for the research* Slight's non-verbal intelligence test 
was administered to the selected children* The l.Q. of the children was 
then calculated* The l*Q. range was very wide and it was difficult to 
select matching pairs. Two groups were formed, an experimental and a 
control group* The experimental group were to continue their reading 
with the audio tutor. The control group would continue reading by 
traditional methods under the supervision of their class teacher. The 
audio group had two ten minute sessions daily, one morning, one afternoon, 
while the control group continued their reading according to the usual 
time allocated to them by the classroom routine. At six weekly intervals 
tests were carried out with both groups on the recognition of the new 
words learned. The recall of the audio group was greatly superior to 
that of the control group^  and the results clearly showed that children 
in the audio group were benefiting considerably from the special tuition 
they had received. Keen and Anderson say, "the concentrated period of 
study, more than a child might receive in teacher tuition in a week^ and 
the stimulus and incentive of an interesting reading programne were 
probably responsible for this"* (ibid, 1967 pp# 29 - 32.) At the end 
of the twelve week period there was a distinct increase in the reading
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Read and Heyaati’s report of experiments In 1962, also recorded 
observations of "prqg rammed learning" being an interesting and enjoyable 
manner of learnings but did not show the same indication of overwhelming 
success among slow learning children, they had set out using a pro­
gramme of English grammar to answer four questions;
"a) Ik)es this grmmar programme as a learning instrument 
work equally well with pupils who have low academic achievment as it does 
with those who have average and high achievenent?
b) How does learning compare between Students following 
the programme and those Involved in traditional learning experiences?
c) How long does it take for students of varying 
abilities to work through the programme?
d) i i^ch parts are especially difficult?"
(Read and Hayman, 1962, pp. 476 - 484#)
As a result of the experiment it was discovered that the pro­
grammed course did produce substantial learning in all ability groups. 
However, It was discovered more effective with students of high achieve­
ment. Bright students in the experimental group scored higher on both 
standardised measures used than did their counterparts in the control 
group. On the other hand the low achievers who did not use the pro- 
grasme scored higher than those who did. With average students there 
was no significant difference*
However, even in the light of some success in the use of audio 
visual instruction in the teaching of reading there are still its op­
ponents. Rose (1965) says, "the problems involved in self learning 
have not yet been solved. Students frequently lost interest by the end 
of three Weeks. They go through a programme apparently successfully, 
but leam little and do badly on the test. Teachers are wondering whether 
the programmes stimulate the right mental processes needed for learning.
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The big question is whether this disappointment is due to the programme 
not matching up to the theory or the theory being wrong". (Rose, 1965,
T. E S.) Unfortunately Rose does not substantiate his argument with 
evidence of empirical study but rather continues in sweeping 
generalizations with, 'Vnuch of the assertiveness of early exponents of 
the method (programmed learning) is disappearing. The claim that pro­
gramed instruction provides so excellently in schools is not proving to 
be true". (ibid, 1965, T E S.) He quotes Thelsen as saying, "there 
are formidable problems that will have to be solved before an appropriate 
teaching method to allow pupils to proceed at their own pace can be solved. 
Programmes presently in use are certainly not doing so at all adequately". 
(Rose, 1965, T. E S.) However, Rose's generalizations would seem ir­
relevant if any weight is held by Skinner's remarks that, "it is not 
possible of course to evaluate either machines or programmes in general 
since only specific instances can be tested and available examples by no 
means represent all the possibilities". (Skinner 1965, pp. 17 - 18.) 
Support for Audio Visual aids.
« »  i .  s »  I *  W  «  • >  4 »  « I  •  « I  «  W  1 .  ■ »  4 .  « »  . >  « *  M  a »  *  I .
According to Tansley and Culliford there should be four parts 
to a sound reading schemes
"a) reading readiness.
b) acquisition of sight vocabulary of meaningful words.
c) development of independent reading aided by the use 
of phonic analysis.
d) development of speedy relaxed silent reading for 
content and ideas". (Tansley and Gulliford, I960, p.I ff.)
With regard to objectives listed b and c, an interesting experi­
ment was carried out by Wright in 1966* The techniques used were in 
three parts.
a) using a Tutorpack machine and tape recorder the 
children were given a basic sight vocabulary of words met in the first
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books of the reading aohme#
b) using a Language Master this sight vocabulary was
extended*
c) the Language Master was also used to give phonic 
training to those who were ready to benefit from it#
Wright reports that, "inanediate post tests have shown that 
children were able to read the new words presented to them* there has 
also been a good deal of carry through to subsequent books". (Wright, 
1966 pp. 74 - 80*) Each child's needs are met by individually designed 
programmes as the child aids himself to combat his difficulties and "the 
gain is not simply in the acquisition of the new i skill but in the con­
tribution which that acquisition can make to raising his opinion of his 
own capacity as a learner"* (ibid, 1966, pp* 74 - 80*) Wright reports 
that once children leam to manipulate the machines they can complete pro­
grammes quickly and with a remarkable degree of concentration* He goes 
oh, "on balance we feel that material is taught more speedily by pro­
gramme than by exposition to the class or group by the teacher, whose 
efforts are sometimes marred by fatigue and frustrated by repetition. 
However, children who achieved a poor score after a lesson by the teacher, 
did no better When put on a programme* Post testing showed no signifi­
cant difference in the level of achievement between those who had worked 
a programme and those who had been teacher taught* If anything the 
latter group did slightly better". (ibid, 1966, pp. 74 - 80.) 
Unfortunately Wright does not publish his results and in spite of his 
opinions still recommends the use of media for teaching reading whilst 
adding the detail that, "îdien the novelty has worn off it will be 
necessary to sustain interest by the inherent quality of the programme 
and by the enthusiasm and supervision of the teacher who can be dispensed 
with only in the short period". (ibid, 1966, pp. 74 - 80.)
If nothing else Wright's experiment reiterates the writer's
original ©tataraent that in many instances the reports of experiments 
©how no significant differences between experimental and control groups 
when considering the question of the use of audio visual aids in the 
teaching of reading*
Conclusion.
In conclusion though unsupported by empirical research the re­
marks of Davis 1952, are interesting. He ©ays, "Audio visual aids have 
many values in reading instruction. Among the uses emphasised by 
reading specialists are the development of skills such as comprehension, 
vocabulary and the rate of reading and the development of appreciations 
and attitudes". (Davis, 1952, pp. 417 *418.) Audio visual aids offer 
the teacher a means of providing common experience as a basis for reading, 
the devices may bring to pupil© a great variety of vicarious experiences 
both of emotional and Informational types, the audio visual tools may 
be used to present factual information dramatically and attractively 
thereby arousing the interest of the learner and facilitating the learning 
process. Pre reading training in visual perception and discrimination 
may be facilitated by various filmstrip© and slides. Auditory dis­
crimination may be prompted by the use of records. An experiential 
background of concepts and vocabulary can be expanded by the judicious 
Selection from a wide variety of available films, filmstrips, slides, 
records and pictures. A wide variety of equipment can be used for 
developing sight vocabulary* Comprehension may be aided by the use 
of tapes, films and slides which emphasise word, phrase sentence and 
paragraph reading. Word study, auditory training^ beginning phonics can 
all be promoted by audio visual aids. Background concepts for primary 
vocabulary can be supported by audio visual aids, the tape Recorder 
finds ready use in the study of oral reading for diagnostic, remedial and 
developmental purposes.
While recognizing the value of such aids it must be rojiembered
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as Adams says, "these alds^^lch are thus correctly named^  are not methods 
hut supplements to good teaching". (Adams, 1943, p.258#) However, 
some reading programmes are almost completely mechanised* There is no 
available evidence that any aid has ever taught an individual to read 
more critically or discriminatlvely* The more use of a variety of audio 
visual aids is no guarantee of improved reading achievement even though 
some subjects appear to have been induced to read more rapidly* To date 
most enquiries give weight to the claims that audio visual aids and pro­
grammed instruction may be as effective as more conventional methods of 
teaching even though often there is no significant difference between 
ejqjerimental and control groups. It must be remembered that often 
e^eriments have failed to equate the material taught, eliminate dif­
ferences between teachers and take account of informal learning* Leith 
says, "even on the assumption that these conditions were not adequately 
achieved it seems likely that substantial learning can be achieved by
machine and that savings can often be made on time taken to leam".
(Leith, 1963, pp. 187 *• 200.) However, the writer accepts the views 
of Lumsdalne and Glaser who say, "the process of learning and teaching 
can be made an explicit subject matter for scientific study, on the basis 
of which a technology of instruction can be developed* For the successful 
development of Such a technology concerted attention should be given both 
to attempts at applied development and to careful, analytic research* the
reciprocal interaction between laboratory research and practical tryout in
:
the classroom seems bound to be fruitful", (Lumsdalne and Glaser, I960, 
pp. 563 - 572*)
The use of audio visual aids in the teaching of reading has 
given rise to much speculation and considerable generalization, but there 
is still a great need for further empirical research before any justifiable 
conclusions as to its effectiveness can safely be made*
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CHAPTER Si
Psychology and Audio Visual Aids.
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Reading i© part of the learning process and hence of interest 
to psychologists* teaching machines have for various reasons attracted 
particular psychological attention and have for some years been a topic 
of discussion and experimentation; thus reading^  teaching machines and 
psychology are Intrinsically bound together.
Machine# are in use in some schools to aid the acquisition of 
reading along with other skills mad information and their use has created 
in the words of Mlalaret "a n m  educational situation which gives rise to 
new types of behaviour on the part of teacher® as well as pupils". 
(Miàlaret 1966 Iff)
The act of teaching has short and long term consequence# and 
audio visual techniques are simply one aspect of it. Indirect and direct 
effects in the teaching situation are created by using audio visual alds^  
end it is often difficult to separate them. In seme instance# it I# the 
direct acquisitions which are most important, e.g. the learning of a 
group c f words a# part of a pre-reading programme, and the checks are 
easy to make. In other cases, however, audio visual technique® play the 
role ^ f a ##rt of catalyst perhaps developing an attitude which will be 
used later, e.g. self reliance in the learning situation. Indeed this 
is often cited along with other elmentn such a# the individualisation 
of teaching and active participation in learning, as an advantage of audio 
visual aid# and their allied programmes#
Fry says, "In the early day# of programming and teaching 
machines a number of writers, perhaps misled by the experimental evidence 
available, speculated rather over-entWsiastically on the degree to which 
programmed learning and teaching machines might resolve the dlffer^ces in 
learning rate among students and make possible an equalisation of learning 
for everyone". (Fry, 1963 p.83) It was often teplied that all students 
could be brought to the same level of learning through the use of audio
visual ■ aida though there ' ibuld \bs : a ' time differential beWeen them# ■ ■ •
A# further expérimentation took place it was obvious that Utopia was 
not to be found and that audio visual aids were no more effective than 
thé classroom teacher in establishing uniformity in such things as rate 
of learning, quality of learning And retention#
In the use of audio visual aida one comes into contact with 
basic concepts of psychology às applied to the learner and the learning 
situation, the writer in considering the use of audio visual aid© i© 
going to attempt to consider psycholo^ in three broad areas.
' a) in toms cf the environment.
b) in terms of the aid and audio visual message.
c) in terns of the individual.
Of these three perhaps c) i© by far the most important and will be
afforded ■ most discussion.‘
a): The'Environment.:'' ' -
■ It can be argued that the external surroundings in which :■ 
teaching occurs may have a significant influence upon learning. However, 
the experimental evidence available does not conclusively favour either 
the closed booth or the open classrôéa. Skihner and his followers 
préfet to isolate the student from nutside distraction as fully as 
possible. Others shch as Rne (i960) found no aignlfleant difference in 
learning when booths or open classroms were used and compared.
In considering the learning environment it is Inevitable that 
thé question of supervision should arise. There is not enough evidenco 
lor a final décision but it sems likely that a teacher with a favourable 
or even neutral attitude towards audio visual aide can increase learning 
ef f iciency^  even #en hé is not highly skilled :ln the - shbj act - matter - 
being studied* First, the teacher can see that machines are properly 
Used and ,can'Wintéln-a studious atmsphere. . Second, he can •praise, ■’ .■ 
assist, explCin etc. and keep the student working ^ ylthout discouragement.
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third, he can fulfil the need for regular study hours which is common- 
place in most conceptions of good study habits and is equally applicable 
to the use of audio visual aids, the student is quick to reflect the 
teacher'e attitude particularly in matters relating to lèarning and 
Instruction»
Hlalaret (1966) says "One of the first characteristics of the 
audio visual situation is the disequilibrium and deformation of the 
structure of the audio visual elements of the environment and the 
existence of the phenomenon of focusing"» (Mlalaret, 1966 p. Iff) Hhat
exactly does he mean by that? The proper reception of a recording or 
set of slides requires special envlromental conditions* The intensity 
of any sound other than that coming from the aid must be reduced to the 
lowest possible level I the same la true in the case of the intensity of 
light* In both cases there Is present a phenomenon of focusing which 
is different In nature from that ol voluntary attention in the normal 
situation* In the latter case the attention originates with the 
individual and Is directed towards the object# In the audio visual 
situation the attention aroused Is a response to the nature of the 
%essage source"» lîialaret adds, "the force of this (the commanding 
nature of the message source) will be proportional to the difference 
between the stimulus Intensity of the message and that of the rest of 
the room and attention is likely to be correspondingly inteàse"*
(Mialmret, 1966 p* Iff)
U..éiâS.SSl-as.£ïïâiS.ïi2SgiJ£S2iS£i
So much for the environment, what of the object of perception - 
the audio visual message# Sounds reproduced by sound equipment are 
never exactly the same as sounds of the human voice, because whatever 
the technical quality of the recording equipment distortion Is inevitable. 
Particularly in auditory messages one must always consider the source of 
the sound, for good teaching will ensure that sound originate© from e
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pôsitioti which give# ©âxiiaum reception#
The sound quality of audio visual messages may he similar to 
that of "natural" messages hot the fomer are always less perfect thati 
the latter# Audio visual messages, while remaining natural to a certain 
degree, may he distorted in comparison with natural messages heCtuse of 
changes that may he made in them# e#g# a change in the time scale by 
speeding up or slowing down# The content of the message is another 
important considerations Hialaret says, "Any message has a content 
#ich has been selected by its producer or else depends directly upon 
the reality that it represents# This is i^t might be celled its density 
of information# Every message has a power of psychological induction 
thus the density might be considered in relation to the number of per­
ceptions, esmtions, ideas etc# which are produced in the person receiving 
the message"# (ibid 1966 p. Iff#) So saich for theory, but how can it 
be dmaonstrated in a practical situation? Let one suppose that the 
audio visual message contains an objective piece of information I and 
that the psychological phenomena produced may be called xl, %3 if 
related to X and y I, y2. y3 if not directly related to the content in­
tended by the producer of the message# There are four possibilities;
I# X produces a single psychological process x
2# X produces several psychological phenomena related to it xl, x2, x3#
3# X produces perceptions, ewtions, ideas which do not seem to have a
direct connection it yl, y2& y3#
4# X produces in each individual different processes*
Let one consider further the first option# It may be good to 
reach uniformity in the ioterptetation of a message but there is a danger 
that it may be a result of passivity of reception and lack of imagination. 
To say that a message produces a single response means either that the 
message is so clear and well constructed that it produces a single inter­
pretation whatever the individual conditions may be, or the uniformity of
 ^    ^ ■ ' : ,
the reaction may mean that the individual is only capable of
establishing a single relationship with © single message perhaps due to
bad teaching among other causes* The use of such audio visual message
(an extreme case) may lead to short term results but can prevent the
development of individual differentiation*
Really# the second option <2 on the previous page) is far more
appealing for activity of this nature# is creative and active*
s2..nsJsâiïiâ»il*
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the early belief that audio visual aids might resolve
differences in intelligence may sema ludicrous in this present day yet it 
rests upon rather convincing evidence* In 1934 Little produced results 
of an experiment which seemed: to indicate that Hie poorer college student 
was aided more by the use of teaching machines than was the better student* 
A study by Porter in 1959, revealed that in the teaching of spelling there 
was no significant relationship between intelligence scores and the achieve* 
ment of the group taught with machines, though there was a significant 
positive relationship between these two factors when a conventional 
method of classroom teaching was used* Ibis tended to suggest that 
traditional classroom techniques were mst effective W.th brighter students 
and least effective with inferior students as measured by an l.Q* test* 
the students taught by machine did not demonstrate any such differential* 
the assumption was presumably made thet the machine acted as m  equaliser 
of the intelligence factor in learning*
these studies along with some others led to the initial belief 
that audio visual aids might well eradicate differences in learning 
capacity among individual student#* However, later experiments carefully 
constructed and more highly control led have gradually dissolved this 
belief* Sllberaan (1961) found that, "there was a positive and sig­
nificant relationship between measured intelligence and amount of
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ieâtQing"* (ibid 1961 p# 166 - 172) Shay (1961) in hie experiment 
found that intelligence was positively related to his post test scores 
at the 0*001 level of significance* Is there, therefore, good reason 
to assume that the only thing to do is to impugn the validity of the 
earlier experiments? A dilemma, for ^ ich perhaps a suggestion of 
solution is found in an experiment by Hovland, Lumsdaine and Sheffield 
(1969) who discovered an interesting relationship between the intelli­
gence level of the subjects and the "activity feedback" procedure that 
was incorporated into their experiment# Bright students received little 
help from the feedback, slow students considerable help# %is finding 
would indicate that learning differences wuld level off perhaps 
temporarily when teaching machines alone were used since slow students 
would leam comparitively more while bright students would not be helped 
much by the teaching process*
b) !S£SSBÏÎ25‘
The audio visual message should be constructed so that it is 
possible for the child to develop his perceptual activity step by step. 
There is an essential difference between the perception of reality and 
the preception from an audio visual aid# Heron says "Perception is 
essentially an anticipation# Its usefulness is that it makes us anti­
cipate the properties of the object which has entered our field of per­
ception# Bmetimes a very rough sensation is enough to enable us to 
perceive qualities in the object which are still not apparent provided 
that reference to familiar aspects is possible. A sensation becomes 
due to something which exists around us and causes us to deduce its 
properties". (Heron in Mialaret 1966, p* Iff.) #e too frequent 
presentation of audio visual messages may result in developing an in­
tense psychological activity which makes it possible to reconstruct 
reality on the basis of insufficient messages. Experiments have shown 
that animals raised in complete darkness lose all or part of their visual
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sensitivity end thet children accustomed to hearing only hsss notes 
become deaf to treble notes.*' The teacher must therefore# be careful 
to develop the forms of sensitivity which are absent in ^ e audio visual 
situation so that perception on the uhble will not beoxse gradually re­
duced due to the too frequent use of aids#
A person can read more slwly if he wants to understm^ better 
but often not in the audio visual situation; since the messages are 
transmitted at a given rate and the listener must adapt himself to the 
given speed# Words mst first be recognised md thus a st#e is 
introduced between perception and cWprehehsion# Seething ahaiogous 
happens in thé case of thé child who does not recognise Vords he actUaliy 
knows #en pronounced by someone else or heard via a machine; immediate 
co#rehehsion does not follow on perception and the jgeneral sense Of the 
messi^ e is distorted# fiancé the younger the child the slower must be 
the sound message • thé ir^rtmat point being not the Speed of a suc­
cession of syllables but the general rhytfm of the sentence# Individual 
speech is made distrinctive by the quality of the voice# speed and 
rhythm# Little research has been done on this subject and it would 
perhaps be interesting to know how a child identifies a voice heard on a 
radio or a tape# ^
The teediacy of feedback is regarded as very important by 
psychologists and wdio visual aids are capable of providing considerable 
psychological boost# By their use the learner is constantly being 
rewarded which is motivating and he is able to correct a àistake as soon 
as he makes it. #us he wlil hot persist in making end thereby 
Strengthening erroneous responses# Fry makes the point some^at 
stronger when he says, psychologists say that teachers do not pay
CR#Crunteri - D#R# Meyer, E.C# Miles and F# ftatoosh (MUnn N# L. 
Fundamentals of Human Adjustment - Harrop 1961)
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enough attention to this important principle e.g. in doit  ^a reading 
confreheOsiob èxerciae thé student àîmuld kww immediately after each 
answer Wiethér Or m t  he is correct before he proceeds to the next item, 
and not be given some vague lump score i^ e next day". <Fiy# 1963 p. B3ff.) 
However, it is incoi^ eivable that a class teacher should be able to 
monitor sufficiently closely the behaviour of each of his pupils to 
correct every step taken in this way.
Motivational studies have tended to distinguish t m  features 
or concepts under the general heading of motivation, both of than ap­
parently important in learning, and one of them more i#ortant in the 
usé of audio visual aids in self instructional situations, thé first 
is level of aspiration^ which is associated with certain factors of the 
instructional goal per sé and might be classified under the heading X  
attitude to subject matter. The second is need for achievment, which 
muld appear to be quite distinct from the idea of any specific goals, 
and implies rather a connection between the learning task characteriatics 
and the desire to succeed within a given and limited area or a sense of 
avoidance due to a feeling of failure. This need for achieveaent in­
volves a desire to do wall, to wrk fast and correctly# and to excel 
in competition. %e relationship be^en level of aspiration and 
achim^ ement score appears to be highly complex but sme possible factors 
associated with it were suggested by Atkinson (1937) who argues that 
motivation included three key concepts -
- aotive
- ejq^ ectancy
-incentive
(Atkinson, 1957. p.p. 359 - 72)
the implication of Atkinson's work is his assumption^  based on experi­
mental findings^  that there is an inverse difficulty and avoidmce value 
where incentive is concerned. The harder the task the m t e  valuable is
#uçee©@. This is of direct relevance to audio visual aids in the 
instructional process and the question of error, rate and boredom,
Gray (1964)^  In an investigation of motivation with retarded readers 
using programmed materials^  found that students from the economic middle 
class as a general rule maintained a high level of achievement in all 
tasks irrespective of rewards^  whilst students from the working class 
families apparently worked best where there were tangible rewards.
Of course no real discussion of feedback can be made without 
feference to the valuable work of Skinner, To him reinforcement is a
basic factor in learning which he recognises as being of two different 
kinds. They are different because each involves a separate kind of 
behaviour. Respondent behaviour is elicited by specific stimuli,
Given the stimulus the response occurs autmatically, Skinner main­
tains, however, that most behaviour is of a different sort. This kind 
he refers to as operant behaviour. Furthermore Skinner maintains that 
if an operant response occurs and is followed by reinforcement, its 
probability of occurring again Increases* Although Skinner is largely 
concerned with positive reinforcers he also recognises the existence of 
negative reinforcers, Negative reinforcers are adverse stimuli that 
the individual seeks to avoid, Hhereas reinforcment results from the 
occurrence of a positive reinforcer it results frwa the termination of 
a negative reinforcer,
Skinner has shown much interest in the application of learning 
principles to practical situations, his most notable and pertinent to 
this Study being in the field of programmed learning. Here he readily 
demonstrates the importance of reinforcement and reward - a machine can 
be programmed to reward a correct response immediately end thus the learning 
is reinforced. If a pupil has to wait for a teacher, however, the effect 
of the learning may be diminished as reward may be some time in coming.
Discussion of Skinner's work could proceed alwst indefinitely^
:■ / : #  w X  ^
However, suffice it to say that there is no doubc however favourahiy or 
otherwise his contrihutions may he considered^  that he has made con­
siderable contribution to both the pure and applied psychology of learning#
d) «oveiK-SIISSÎ»
Hew or different teaching methods generally tend to be more 
effective than customary techniques thohgh this is often limited to the 
initial stages of application. Ultiéàtely the new technique may be 
decidedly inferior to the old as measured by student learning. This 
novelty effect is obviously present in the use of teaching machines and 
the problem of separating novelty effect frm genuine interest generated 
by audio visual aids is a complex one. Skinner and Holland <1958) 
pointed out that students seemed to enjoy teaching machines and they 
believed this liking was a product of the immediate knowledge of results 
which machines provide. %ain, however, it is possible that some of this 
liking stems from the novelty of the technique. Further discussion of 
this particular aspect is made in the Chapter reviewing Fertinent 
Literature.
EsiLÎÆÏÊi*
A most significant conception is the idea of a "pall level", 
a point at Wiich the student loses interest in the subject and stops 
learning. It mbodies a view that it is not alw^s sheer physical 
fatigue which inhibits continued leaming, but an inter-relation between 
student and aid# e.g. if steps in a programme are too small and the con­
cepts too simple thé student will lose interest and stop working; or at 
the other extrmne if the steps are too large and too much frustration is 
engendered, then the student will reach a "pall level" ahd stop working. 
Consideration of empirical research on this point has already been made 
in the preceding chapter# It is only mentioned here by way of emphasis 
of its importance as a psychological consideration#
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f) learner Eeadiness and Progress*
• K  « « ■ « « • ■ »  « • ■ I *  a  ■ > « » < ■ ■ >  « B  « • * ■ > « •  O  < B  « i  e  O  » ( ■  • *
This is often indicated as one of thé advantages of machine 
instruction# Readiness to receive information is natnraliy a pre­
requisite to its efficient absorption but such readiness must frequently 
be lacking in the conventional teaching situation# for it is unlikely 
that the teacher will be able to assess how long Hie pupil requires to 
process one itm of information before receiving the next* As a con­
sequence of this the pupil must often sacrifice either the thoroughness 
#th which he processes information or the amount of information he takes 
in* Accidental lapses of attention e#g. in day-dreaWlng will be less 
of a handicap where the self pacing technique is used^ for the pupil will 
be able to take up his leaming from precisely where he left It* As 
Cronbach says (1962) machine instruction "takes the principle of readiness 
more seriously than does ai^  other teaching procedure. Ideally the 
pupil moves to a new idea only when he has individualiy dmaonstrated his 
intellectual readiness for it". (Cronbach^  1962 p. 163 - 179)
Lessons taught by a machine can be adopted to the idiosyncracies 
of the learner with a rigour and prcsaptness that might Well be beyond the 
capacity of even an individual human tutor# Leaming can he programmed 
to take place in a predetermined order and provide a Variety of different 
leaming sequences^  each pre-arranged to suit the requirements indicated 
by the responses of different learners*
" ' 6>^lSSE25IÊ.SS2S2â*
this feature of the teaching technique as found in audio visual
aids can be seen to have three advantages* first, the effect that the
instruction is intended to produce is a Change In the learner •s capacity
for reCpohding BO what better way to achieve this than by giving him
practice in responding# Second, since he is at every stage asked to
respond in terms of information received the learner is forced to attend
to each piece of information# Third, in subjects in which thé parts
are interdependent e.g. reading^ this continual testing at each stage
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to ensure that the learner will not proceed without a mastery of 
basic essentials to a point at which their lack would lead to repeated 
failure*
*>) iSÎS£E£E225ii.El2£g£S*
In several areas audio visual aids have a role to play. It
is supposed by some educationalists that s#e pupils may never be capable 
of happy interaction with the usual teacher in the usual classroom 
situation* Also in the use of audio visual aids there would be less 
victimisation of the slow worker since it would no longer be necessary 
for him to keep pace with the rest of the class* the individuality of 
audio visual instruction reduces competitiveness. Nhere all pupils are 
taught by the same teacher there is a tendancy that pupil's progress can 
be compared, and that their degree of progress is regarded as important 
for it is relevant to the teacher's convenience* Also progress is 
publicly known* these conditions are conducive to competition and this 
is frequently used by the teacher as an incentive* Competition can be 
put to good use and those who believe that the competitive element in 
classroom leaming contributes substantially to student motivation some­
times express the fear that the absence of this condition in the use of 
certain audio visual aids is a handicap to the technique* Actually 
there is no need to accept this view for the pupil is always pitted 
against the machine, and the effort to do one's best calls out the 
Student's best effort, and indeed may be a better motivator than a class- 
ro<m vhich does not d^and the extreme limits of the pupil 's capacity* 
Moreover, competition does have two undesirable effects* First, it 
tends to oust genuine interest in the matter to be learned. Second, 
weak learners may give up striving in a field in which they have already 
failed to "measure up" and often they develop towards leaming attitudes 
of hostility which protect them fr# the discimifort of working but not 
achieving success* Hhere audio visual aids are used pupils will be able
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to follow different coiiraes* The class teacher will not have the 
problem of regulating the rate of learning and finally the instructional 
process will be a private matter between each pupil and hi# aid so that 
the weak pupil will have less need to adopt a "failure" role and there 
will be less point in his doing so* 
t> fetagnaUtï.
for some considerable time now there has been consideration 
in the use of audio visual aids and in the conventional teaching situation 
of differences in personality characteristics among students* A 
dominating confident person will attack leaming quite differently from 
a submissive or unsure person* The relation between personality and 
the effect of errors ' on learning is another point to be considered; an 
experience that will discourage one student may only act as a challe%%e 
to another*
3> li2iS6i£.El£î2ïf*
As with personality it is well known that biological factors
such as age, sex, health etc* influence the leaming process* The 
question whether they have greater influence bn conventional learning 
than on the use of audio visual aids is, however, worthy of discussion* 
Common sense tells one that there are bound to be limits to the degree 
to which biological factors can be disregarded whatever the teaching 
situation# Experimental evidence seems to indicate that if it is 
poasible to teach a few exceptional children to read much earlier than 
usual^ it is useless to provide reading instruction for most children 
until they have matured sufficiently to accept it* Newer techniques 
may alter this pattern to some degree, but it is doubtful that the 
fundamental maturation pattern in man can be altered, or its limitations 
Ignored*
Sex differences do affect learning patterns and this fact is 
of some significance in the use of audio visual aids (vis McNeil)*
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Fatigue is a problem also to be considered; the length of a lesson 
must be such that it avoids excessive fatigue and yet permits maximum 
leaming efficiency# Perhaps this argues in favour of the use of 
teaching machines for short spaced time periods each within the capacity 
of the student#
k) ?|gïisSS.Îf££ÏSiSS*
The nature of the student's background may well determine
the success of any attempt to leam mdiether in the conventional 
manner or in the use of audio visual aids. Previous knowledge 
influences learning even if the previous knowledge is only vaguely 
related to the new knowledge being acquired.
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Audio Visual aida, and tba CblW*
A Series of Fmplrlcul Inveatigatloom» : ^
a) iangusge Master
b) ' Tape Recorder ■
Conclusions,
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!f§28Sfgl.SSS£SE.55BSSfeS5£S* 
i5££2âS££i25*
The Language Master system was âevlseâ s m e  twenty years ago 
end la en Important eccesaory to some primary school classes# Natetial 
Is readily available^  for it is of a commercially produced nature^ end is 
simple enough in use for the reception Infant# Materiel can be easily 
produced by class teachers and in comparison W^th more sophisticated 
hardware cost is relatively cheap# It is# therefore# not surprising 
that it should be chosen as a machine for particular consideration in 
the course of this study to ascertain its effect in teaching an initial 
sight vocabulary and in building up a child** phonic ability with the 
specific aim of improving his reading age as measured on a standard word 
recognition test. In the first two experiments the hypothesis tested 
is# "Is the Language Master more effective than the teacher in establishing 
word recognition":^ . In the third experiment the hypothesis is# "Can the 
use of Language Master in conjunction with certain phonic blends raise a 
child** reading age (as measured on a word recognition test) within a 
limited space of time"?.
ÊÏB*£i5£5£t.S2ÎS6.i2SIH5lf.!fe2£2E.i5.iS£âJg£26SÎ£i25.'gi^
Class Children#mummrnmmmmmmmmmm
"Is the Language Master System more effective than the 
teacher in establishing an initial sight vocabulary".
§261S2£2*
A selection was made for an initial study of thirty two 
children beginning school for the first time in January 1976# Some 
children were already five, others would be five before the end of 
April 1976# and one child would be five in July 1976# having been ad­
mitted to school early on the advice of the area psychologist as he 
had a severely retarded elder sister* Selection for the experiment was 
made in the hope that the children would not have been subject to too many
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previous influences and variables and their reading achievement could
therefore be more easily compared# Sme had older brothers and sisters
in school but it was established that only 4 of the 32 children had
already met Ladybird readers and in only one case did this appear to be
important*
Procedure* ■
* * * * * * * * *
The children were divided into 2 groups of 16 children# each 
group containing two of the above mentioned 4 children and as far as 
possible an equal nmber of male/fmale* younger/older children# One 
group was to be experimental using the Lainage MasterH^stem alternating 
with teacher flash card instruction* The other group was a control 
group receiving daily instruction from the same teacher with identical 
flash cards to the language master c^ds* The experiment was arranged 
so that the control group wuld be exposed to the same study time for 
each word as the children using the Language Master# the teacher providing 
the voice stimulus which the Language Master provided* The children using 
the Language Master were instructed in how to use the machine end then 
left to work alone# having been encouraged to watch the words as they 
passed through the machine* the children in the control group were 
given the same instruction by the teacher at the beginning of each session* 
Although present throughout the rest of the session# the teacher gave no 
repeated instruction to look at the flash cards* Thus children in both 
groups had the same opportunity of attendis^  to or disregarding the word 
that was presented to thrns.
After each fourth session the children were tested individually
by the teacher using flash cards* The children were encouraged to make
a response to each word and every child was exposed to each word for an
equal time*
Results.
* * * * * * *
After the first such test it was decided to exclude one child
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from the study. He had obvious pro school experience of the words used, 
and having responded correctly to all wrds it was decided to place him 
on a reading book and exclude him from any further comparison*
On the first test it was observed that without exception the 
children who had been exposed to thé Language Master were m t e  confident 
in attempting the word recognition# Children in the control group were 
working in a group of less than sixteen for the first time and were Some^  
what hesitant in making response and seemed sli^tly wre ankioUs in the 
situation* the children in the experimental group had already worked in 
groups of two for the Language Master instruction.
Omitting the excluded child the range of recognition was from
0 - 9  words. Only two children in the experimental groups failed to 
recpgnise any words. In the control groups the number was four#
by the end of U%e second week only one child in the control 
group and none in the experimental group was failing to recognise any 
words. All children in both control and experimental groups increased 
their score but there was an expected failure to recall odd wOrds 
apparently known the week before* This applied to all groups equally. 
The experimental group still worked with greater confidence and showed a 
mean recognition of 4.4 as compared with the control mean 3.7. The 
range was now 0 to 9 words for the control group and I - 12 Wrds for 
the experimental.
During the third week of the experiment all children received 
standard flash card instruction and no test was administered# the ex­
perimental conditions being reintroduced in the four tit week* By the 
end of this fourth week there were no children in any of the groups 
failing to score on the recall test. À hard core of wrds was how 
being retained by most children in all groups although "forgetting" was 
still noticeable. Only one child failed to increase her score. It 
was now more noticeable which words were being consistently confused by
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a number of children, e.g. Peter end here; in end ls| end this 
applied to both groups. The words most frequently recalled were 
character namea.single letters *V  and "I" end object names "bell" etc.
The range of words in the control group was now I - 12 as compared with 
2 * 14 in the experimental group* Wetive means ere recorded in 
Appendix A table I#
By the end of the fifth week ell children semed entirely happy 
with their learning situation. Children attempted words much more readily, 
Results continued to improve with a rasge of $ - 16 being recorded for 
control and mqperimentai groups alike* Bowver, the mean scores of the 
latter continued to be higher. The mean score# of all groups my have 
been affected by considerable absshteeism.
The children had all had a weak*# holid^ béforè returning to 
the final week of the sin week experiment. The results at the end of 
the week showed a great i#rovement for all children* with four children 
from the eiqperlmntal group and children from the control group now 
having complete word recognition of the 16 words in the ej^ eriment. The 
range for the control group was 3 to 16; the experimental group S to 16.
As a secondary study# in the light of McMeil*# work intof ti%e 
plight of boys learning to read it was decided to con#re the relative ' 
mean scores of b^s and girls within both tim control and ea^erdftmental 
groups. The results appear in Appendim A table 3# and would seem to 
refute MeMeil s findings that boys learned better with audio visual media# 
and certainly suffered if taught by female teachers. In the experimental 
group the girls wars consistently higher th«% the boys whilst in the con­
trol group there was considerable fluctuation# ' The girl# of the enperi- 
msfital group recorded consistently higher scores than the girls of the 
control group but in the case of the boys there was again considerable 
fluctuation. Mote must be made that the scores of weeks 4 and S may have 
been affected by abaenteeim although, this was not confined to my
particulme group md $am# relov#Rt to a ll  seore# during these weeke#
MtWgh a m#erfW ol # # o rW u  o f man score# : =
$4thin the group# would tW  to IW  weight to the tWt
ebildren would teem to #W  qguiekor u#iog the Wguege m et#  eyetm 
i t  i# of eooree neeeeeety to euW t the ####» to etmtietieel euelyeie 
W ore e #  WW eouelueieue ten he dreuu* After the firs t we# of 
the #p#im #t:0. t  &e$t for W epW eot #mq l^e#:w#: oW nieteW  to. ; 
fW  out # e th #  # e  grwp# w te ##ttW# # e  reW te # o W  that the 
ooutrol W  experWotel gro%q> were not eiguifiemtly dtfWoRt 
(AppeiWix AW^Ie O) MW e<xqp#W# # t  t # t  a t the W  of 
experWnt o eiWiW r# # lt we# ObWoed (#pW W  A Table 5) #uppottW 
the null h#othe#l# that there woe w  differed# In #hlev#Gumt duo to 
treWug# miog a m w xm  T W t (#pW I« A TShle 6) W  o#p#W  
the progre## of group# within tWreelv# ot two w#kly intervel# the 
Ic^^ement both wl# e#erW «t#l W  oontrol group# we# eignlfltent#
fothep# the leeroiug of 16 word# I# too # # l l  # oumW for 
#0 eupetlmnt to be elgolfieeot# Other experlmwtetW le te rm #  
clerify this point#
s^gSl.mlESflS2îlfefSfSlK2l.SIISI.SSiiSSIS*l2ïlfE • IS tls .illS ‘
ggggtmglo# I# the Ls^ goege Meet# eyetem more effeetlve than the
füglÜiSSÜH!# : . .
Tmmiymine ehildtm w e  regWteW for school #trmoe #
10# 0*76* I t  we# b($ed that these w enty^ue would fom # e  #e#le 
for further miperWntetW In word reew itlo u  W  It#  advmemeot by 
the use of the Laaguege $W t# oymtm* Bower# e# tw  of th e#  ehildew 
w e  to he 00 holiday W  the fleet two w e ^  of the p*epe#ed study i t  w# 
deelW  to W t  them i tw  the eiq^erWet W  dreo m tc W  eoutçol W  
e%#rlmeutel group# from the rmeWIng Wenty^eevm#
A oloee #tu%? we# mode of the ohiWeeo*# ehtwwlogieel egee*
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On entry to school, twenty-had already had their 5th birthday and of 
the remaining five lour would be 5 years old before the end of September 
and one would be five the following January having been admitted to school 
early on medical grounds# (for detailed analysis see Table a)# the 
sample contained a set of ti^ ns, a boy and a girl, the former being al­
located to the experimental group and the latter to the control group.
By accident, with the already mentioned exception, the children’s birth- • 
days were evenly spread between Hay and September, one being in Hay, six 
being in June, seven in July* eight in August, four in September and one 
in January* and although the number of boys and girls differed, there 
being sixteen boys and eleven girls, it proved relatively easy to match 
thm according to sex and age into two matched groups. The Language 
Master group contained eight boys and five girls and the Control group 
eight boys and six girls# The distribution with regard to birthday end 
sex is detailed below.
Table a.
* * * * * # * # #
Month Experimental Control
May Boy
June Boy, Boy, Girl Boy, Boy, Girl
July Boy* Boy (twin) Boy, Girl,
Girl, Girl Girl (twin)
August Boy, Boy, Girl, Boy Boy, Boy, Girl, Girl
September Boy, Girl Boy,
January - ■ ^irl
Prior to the children starting school the parents had been asked 
to reveal any previous reading experience of their child so that this 
might be considered in matching# Then upon entry the children were ; 
tested and with the exception of one child who recognised Peter and Jane 
at a first glance but failed to recognize them again, the response to the 
words presented was negative#
V 48 / /  '
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It was decided that the children would he requited to leem 
twenty-two words, sixteen were the words as found in the first book ©f 
the Ladybird scheme, the ©ther six were plurals or capital forms of these 
words which appeared in the text of the first reading book but not in the 
vocabulary test which accompanies it. the words used in the experiment 
are detailed below.
îsMî.S* ’
Peter Jane I shop shops and like likes a 
A toy toys dog tree ball the the in 
is here Here has
 ^total* ■ .22#
ÎESSSâSÏS .
As already indicated the children were divided Into two groups, 
a control group of fourteen (8 boys and 6 girls) and an experimental 
group of thirteen <8 boys and 5 girls), the experimental group used 
the Language Master system alternating with teacher flash card instruction, 
whilst the control group received dally instruction from the same 
teacher with identical flash cards to the Language Master cards# the 
experiment was arranged so that the control group would be exposed to 
the same study time for each word as the children using the Language 
Master, the teacher providing the voice stimulus which the Language 
Master provided. #e children using the Language Master system were 
instructed in how to use the machine and then left to work independently, 
having been encouraged to watch the words as they passed through the 
machine, the children in the control group were given the same in­
struction by the teacher at the beginning of each session, end although 
present for the rest of the time the teacher made no repeated instruotion 
to the children, thus as far as possible the children in both groups 
had the same opportunity of responding to or disregarding each word as 
it was presented to them.
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The experimenter decided to run the experiment for four weeks 
ad this would correspond with the time at which the children would break 
up for the half-term holiday. It was also decided that the children 
would be tested on three occasions, at the end of the first, second and 
fourth weeks. They would be tested individually by the teacher using 
flash cards. Each child was encouraged to respond to each word, and 
was shown each word for an equal length of time.
Results.
At the time of the first test it was noticeable that all 
children had a maturity that was not found mi^ ngst children used in the 
first experiment nine months ago. There appeared to be no difference 
in the confidence with which they attempted word recognition, whether 
they had been werklog with the Language Master and teacher, or purely 
with the teacher. This was particularly noticeable as the tester was 
working with the children for the first time and was not the teacher from 
whom they had received instruction.
In both groups, from the point of view of the children 
learning to read, the results were encouraging. In the control group 
when the first check was administered, scores ranged from one to fifteen 
with a mean of 5.2 whilst in the experimental group scores ranged from 
one to fourteen with a mean of 6.5. A t test was administered and pro­
duced a result of t f 0.787 (wt significant at any level) Appendix A 
Table 7.
By the end of the second week all children in the expéri­
mental group and all but two (the highest and lowest) in the control 
group had increased their scores. The range for the latter was now one 
to fifteen with a mean of 8.9 and for the former a range of three to 
nineteen with a mean of 10.9. A t test was administered with the result 
of t « 1.354 (significant at the 0.20 level) Appendix A Table 6. The 
significance was not high but with the number involved in the sample and
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the number of words to be learned one wonders whether a higher 
significance could be expected#
A two week period elapsed before the children were tested for 
the last time. By then three children from the control group and five 
from the experimental had a knowledge of all the words and had been al­
located reading books# All children had shown an Increase in their word 
recognition ability, the control group now recording a mean of 12.5 words 
and the eaiperimental 15# I words. #e  final scores were tabulated and a 
t test aéainistered. the value of t was t * 0.974 (not significant at 
any level) (^pendix A table 9). Despite the tendency of t, perhaps it 
was fair to say that as an aid the Language Master had performed its true 
purpose. It was felt it had aided children in faster initial word 
recognition but with an ultimate score possible for all children and not 
an on-going improvement it was inevitable, indeed desirable, that the two 
groups should eventually become parallel and the difference betwéeh them 
be insignificant.
If the progress of each group between week one and week four 
was compared separately within each group, the progress of the control 
group was significant at the 0.01 level (t r 3.518) (Appendix A table 10), 
that of the experimental group was significant at the O.OOl level 
(t « 3.#4) (Appendix A table 11)
two final analyses were attempted, first by taking the first 
week’s results and balancing the children in each group using M « 12, and 
second using matched pairs. In the first analysis with balanced groups 
a result was rendered of t t 0(#pendix A table 12) for the first week 
and t scores of 0.618 and 0.253 (Appendix A table 13 and #pendix À 
table 14), for weeks two and four respectively. Neither of these results 
was significant.
In the last analysis a Wilcoxen matched pairs signed-ranks test 
gave a similar indication since neither a value of 10.5 (M i 6) (Appendix A
Table IS) on the first Week hot 8 value of 43 (M : II) (Appendix À 
Table 16) 00 the lost week goye o basis for tejettiog o noil hypbthesis*
LESSEJ2W.aWâlgS"
gygothesis ■
The é)#rimeBt was Ooodooted to diseover leather in a limited 
space of time it was pçssiblo to raise a ohiid’s readi^ ago (as 
measured by à àtaodardised tost) by prabtice with words on the Lesguage 
M8Gbe%\*
SflEEiil® . . . . . .  . .
From a study of several reading schemes sod reading testa
it was (^ parent that the logical acquisition of certain phonic bleods was
what was tested ty the standard reading test, and what thus constituted
a measure of reading ability. These blends were isolated vis* short
vowel sounds, initial consonant sounds, consonantal blends br, al-, cr-,
-ft, -11, -St, etc., vowel and consonant digraphs* th, oo, er, ay, oh,
etc| the long vowel sound caused by the addition of the letter ’e’ e.g.
line; sbr, spl, gn, kn, etc.
Osce the sounds were isolated, a list of words from reading
schemes used by the children was drawn up* These words contained common
sound blmds. Care was taken that no word wss given that was actually
found in the reading tests aWnistered unless it had been encountered in
the reading schene at a reading level below that of the lowest child in
the experiment. The only words that fell in ti*is category were eggs,
flowers and biscuits.
SsMiSSS
Gcbonell end Burt reading teats were administered to thirty 
children average chronological age 7 years 4 months and their scores were 
recorded. Prom a consideration of both scores for each child the 
children were divided into two groups;
Rl. Ladybird, Kathy/Mark, Happy Trio, Happy Venture, Beacon, Hide Range,
Flamingo, Dolphin.
«-2. Schonell, Burt, Beale etc.
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Table c
S5.SÏE2îi5SS£êl.SÏ2SB*
Mo. 15 C.A. 7 yt«. 4 m. R.A. Sebonell 7 y m »  l m* - 10 y m *  Z m.
(mean 8 yr8. 3m.) 
Butt 6 yr*. 8m. - 9 ÿr®. 6 m.
(mean 7 yrs. 7m. )
SBi.S-£25lE2i.6ÎSSB‘
Mo. 15 C.A. 7 yr«* 4 m. E.A. Scbonell 6 yra. 8 m. - 10 yra. X m.
(mean 8 yra. Om.) 
Butt 6 y ta. 4 m. - 9 yra. 10m.
(mean 7 yra. 8m.)
(See Appendix A Table 17)
Eaeb group contained a crosa aection of children with regard 
to chronological «ge and reading age, ao that the groups were comparable 
as far as possible. A t test was administered and it was discovered that 
In both Sehonell and Burt there was no significant difference between the 
groups. (^pendix A Tables 18/19)
Procedure
It was decided that for the time of the experiment the experi­
mental group should continue with their normal classroom activities 
reading to the teacher an average of three to four times per week, they 
would also receive daily self instruction of the words on the Language 
Master. As the children were already used to using the system no 
particular instruction with rsgsrd to the words was given and the children 
passed thm through the machine and responded to thm in the usual way, 
there was no teacher tuition.
The control group continued to read to the teacher as usual 
three to four times per week. Care was taken that their reading to the 
teacher paralleled exactly that which the experimental group made. If 
a child in either group completed a reading book of their reading scheme 
during the course of the experiment they continued with the next book as 
was normal classroom practice.
teste, y (BeéX
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Results
At the end of five Weeks the experiment was concluded ahd all 
the children were retested on both the Sehonell and 
Appendix A table 17).
S5BSliSÊ5£5i.6ïSSB‘
Mo# 13 G.A. 7 yrs. 5m. E.A. Sehonell 7 yrs. 5m. - II yrs* 4 m.
(mean 8 yrs. 8m.)
Mo. 15 Burt 7 yrs. Om. • 10 yrs. lha.
(mean 8 yrs. 5m).
SS2«2i.8£8SE*
MO. 14 C.A. 7 yrs. Sm. R.A. Sehonell 6 yrs.llm. - lO yrs. 8 m.
(mean 8 yrs. Im.)
Mo. 14 Burt 6 yrs. 7m. - 10 yrs. 2 m.
(mean 7 yrs.llm.)
It was interesting frm a study of the means to compare the progress of 
the two groups during the course of the experiment.
ÏS2iS.2s 
lî5B£Eiî£5£fi.6!2“B*
1st E.A. 2nd E.A. Gain after 5 weeks
Sehonell* 8yrs. Im. Syrs. 8m. Oyrs. 7m.
Burt* 7yrs* 7m. 8yrs. 5m. Oyrs.lOm.
S85lE2i.K2BB‘
Sehonell* Syrs. Om. 8yrs. ha. Oyrs* Im#
Burt* I 7ÿrs. 8m.  ^ . - - : 7yrs.l%m* - - Oyrs# ^ 3m#
The greatest increase in the experimental group was on in­
crease of lyr* 2m* on the Sehonell test and lyr# 5m. on the Burt test.
In the control group maximum rises were Oyr* 7m. and Oyr. 8m. in the
respective tests. Of children in the experimental group all showed an
increase in reading age #en the pre and post test scores were compared. 
Inf act a Wilcoxan t test showed their performance significant at the 0.01
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level in each test. (Appendix A Table 20). fWever, in the control 
group, whilst most children increased their reading,age on the Sehonell 
test and the result appeared significant at the 0*01 lèveî,# on the Bçrt
test three children shewed a 3 months’ deficit, à Wilcomn f test
showed that their Improvment as a group was not significant at m y  level 
(Appendic^jfhble^ 21). .
At the end of the experiment a t test was again used to cmspare
scores. On the Sehonell test the results were significant #  the 0.20
level (in two tailed test t • 1.410) (Appendix À table 22), but à t test 
applied to the Burt scores revealed a score of t -1.22 (Appendix à  
table 23) not significant at level. .
mi 1st it is to be expected that children of this age and at 
this stage will make advances, it does appear that those using the 
Language Master showed a tendency to increase their score by comparison 
with their peers* One might suggest that their rapid improvmmnt in 
learning was due to the wvelty effect of the machine except that the 
use of the Lmngusge Master was no novel experience for the children con­
cerned. The "Hawthorn" type of effect, thou# possibly the most 
difficult to assess, can probably be ruled out because the Language 
Master was a normal feature of the children’s clsssroma wd thus thé 
children would hardly be aware that they were taking part in an experi­
ment. , M  for the possibility of : a novelty effect related to ; the machine 
itself the esperiment would echo SiliMBrmsnna #d Alter’s finding in 
1961^ , "there is no support for concluding that machine# have um»ti-: 
vationel pro#rties", since the children had used the machine on moy 
previous occssipns#
Of course a research worker w a t  exercise caution in the 
interpretation of encouraging results especially frm sWrt term emperi-
A gilvermsnn E.S# and Alter M. (1961) Response cx>de pacing end moti- 
vational ■ effects' ■ in teaching machines*- ' Tech* 'Report MAVTEâDËVCER 507-3 
ü.S. Hsval Training Device Centre Bew Vork*
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mente end it would be interesting to re-test the children following s 
six week holiday period. In this instance it was not possible as the 
children were by then attending other schools*
However, because the level of significance in the t test at 
the end of the experiment was so low it was decided to ccxspare pre and 
post ej^ eriment scores of the control group with itself and likewise the 
experimental group. Here there was found to be considerable difference 
in the results. In the control group the comparison of the scores with 
regard to Sehonell rendered a t result of t « 0.495 which is not signi­
ficant (Appendix A fable 24). A similar result was found on the Burt 
scores idiere the sme interpretation was given for a t result of 
t « 0.172 (Appendix A fable 25). However, the experimental group re­
turned significant differences in both tests. On the Sehonell scores a 
t result of t * 1.602 was significant at the 0*10 level (Appendix A 
fable 26), and on the Burt scores a t result of t « 1.94 was significant 
at the 0.05 level (Appendix A fable 27). It #uld appear frm this that 
the Language Master could aid the acquisition of a significant gain in 
reading age over a short period of time.
éS*l52£SîSSSl-î2.îlîS.S2f-iff.55lâiS-f!îiif
L|st|ni^^^th^Children^a|ed^6^-^7^yrs *^ |s|n|^ f assette^ ^
ÎS£l2â2SIÎ85*
Listening while reading, the method by which a teacher reads 
from a text and a child follows word by word using his own book, has been 
an accepted method of teaching reading for well over 100 years. It has 
not always been a popular medium^  and even at the time whm it appeared 
invaluable in preparing children to satisfy the inspectorate^  it was 
criticised in that, "it reduced reading to a mere mechanical accomplish­
ment". (Neville and Bugh 1974) there was a natural growth away from 
it in the early 20th century as emphasis grew on silent reading and the
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development of comprehension, but ®lowly interest in it ea an aid to 
reading has grown again* the surge in the use of audio visual aids in 
the last 20 years has meant considerable marketing of materials recorded 
to aid the acquisition of listening skills and m  a seqoitor reading 
skills e.g* Tans ley has marketed "Listening to Sounds" and his "Phonic 
Programme" for usé with both cassette recorder and synchrofax machine, 
and the Ladybird publishers have produced material related to their 
reading scheme for use with the Language Master system* The 
produce tapes wW texts for listening and reading at two different levels 
aimed at children in Primary and Middle schools# Onlike conventional 
reading schemes the vocabulary is not restricted it being argued that, "a 
restricted vocabulary can make a book so dull as to Convey to children 
the clear message that reading itself is not deeply worthwhile"* (BiBiC. 
1972, page 7)
Thus there has been a commercial revival of the listening and 
reading method, but does this make the criticism levelled at it as a 
method of teaching reading in Victorian England any less valid? Gomment 
and evaluation on the method as afforded by the tapes abounds*
Indeed after each series teachers and pupils are asked to comment on the 
broadcasts and generally their opinion is favourable* However, empirical 
evidence as to the suitability of the material and thé efficiency of the 
method is a "little thin on the ground"* vis* Ghomsky (1974) Neville 
and Pugh (1974) Sticht et^ al (1974). These writers suggest that slowing 
rate is of help to some: people for reading while listening^  Neville and 
Pugh (1974) add that, "there are also grounds for thinking that 
listening while reading may be an aid to fluency for readers at a certain 
level of attainment or stage of develojgment"* (ibid 1974) The stage 
they refer to is the aural stage from Goodman’s model of three st^es of 
reading devélo^ént* (Goodman 1968) Neville and Pugh state that, "at 
the aural stage the child may benefit from having aural input provided by
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fi tape, since this gives him experience of fluent reading fey reducing 
the amount of mediation Which he must prcyide". (ihid 1974)
This statement posed the first question Which the present 
research attmpted to find an answer tot
U  Does listening and reading help to improve reading fluency?
Two further questions were posed#
2* Does listening and reading aid accuracy in reading?
3. Does listening and reading aid the de^lopment of comprehension?
ns-Sîs&v 
«) #aW£S£!'
At the end of March 1977, twenty-two children aged 6 - 7 years 
were tested for reading afellity using the hurt #ord Recognition test*
Their scores and reading ages were tafeulated and these results together 
with chronological age, sex and a subjective assessment of reading fluency 
and comprehension enabled them to be divided into two parallel groups#
The groups were compared using a standard t test and there were no 
statistically significant differences between them, the t score being 
t e* 0*007* (Appendix A Table 28)* One group was arbitratily desig­
nated the experimental group and the other group acted as a control*
The roles were reversed in a second experiment* All children had a 
reading age below their chronological age#
%  the time the first ea^ eriment got underway the number had 
been reduced to ei#teen* One child had left the school and one was 
away on holiday* They were thus dropped from the study along with the 
two children comparable to them in terms of the criteria on which they 
had been matched.
«> «êSSïiSiSî
The experimenter chose to use material frcm the Neale 
Diagnostic Reading Test, as this wuld enable scores to be collected, 
tabulated and compared in a standardised form* An arbitrary décision
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m a n s  and standard deviation© for the Burt Tests using jraw score® for 
all groups in both experiments are given in the table on the previous
. . .. . . 
Comgftrison8^ bet^ en^ |xgerimentar|nd^Cont^^
At test in respect of scores achieved on the Burt Word 
Recognition Test administered at the end of the first experiment showed 
no significant difference between the groups at the end of the first 
experiment. (Appendix A Table 29). A similar result was achieved by 
comparing Burt scores at the end of the second experiment. (Appendix A 
Table 30). However, results in respect of achievement on the three as­
pects of accuracy, rate and co#rehenslon using the Neale material 
rendered slightly different results when comparisons were made between 
the two groups. It must be rsmmbered that the roles of the groups were 
reversed after the first run of the experiment. (Appendix A Tables 31 
- 36).
Exgeriment. %curac%. Rate.
1 0.473 0.946 I. 4
2 1.346 0.673 2.24*
* significant at 0*03 level.
The second trial of the experiment appeared to be far more
successful than the first, even though the conditions for both were 
identical. Perhaps the second group of children felt more comfortable 
In the experimental situation, for although not having experienced it 
themselves before, they did not seem to approach it with the same reserve 
as their peer® in the first group. Some of them even commented that 
they had the ’easy job’ the second time around, in having the difficult 
task of reading done for them, while their partner had to manage on their 
own as they had In the first experiment. Accuracy was more marked in the
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experimental group in the second experiment and their significant com­
prehension score (t *» 2*24, sig# at 0*05 level) may mean that they were 
listening more attentively end letting the tape help them with the 
’mechanics’ of the Job as had been hoped at the outset of the experiment 
for both groups working in the experimental situation*
S5SEe:&U%.St£%5.£Sg.SES!!gg
The best comparison for each child was that made with himself in
the experimental and control situation# The scores collected from the 
Burt test in the pré and post expérimentai tes# (post test « after both 
ekperimehts) for éàch child were compared with himseif and a t score was 
recorded of t » 1*6 not itself significant but interesting as an indi­
cation that perhaps the experiment had provided some practice in such 
skills as word recognition and identification that the children could 
readily employ outside the direct experimental situation* (Appendix A 
Table 37)*
Being the Neale Diagnostic Material the results of t tests 
for accuracy and comprehension cmparing the children with themselves 
rendered significant scores at the 0*lG level* (Appendix A Tables 
38/39)* With regard to rate there was no significant difference# 
(Appendix A Table 40)* It must be remmnbered that the children heard 
thé tapes read at a normal speed of 104 words per minute and although 
hot producing a significant score in their own reproduction it was 
nevertheless felt that the children bad enjoyed the experience of 
readi% fluently along with the tape and had been helped considerably 
in #èir compr#ension of the passage*
é#§fiS2Bâ-Sï8SlifSSî*if-itlîS5iSS*¥6ii£-ISBâiBI*EÎIË
n s j î s n ,
SsUssu* ■ '
At the end of May 1978 eighteen children aged 6 - 7 years were
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tested for reeding ability using the Btirt Bord Recognition test, their 
scores and reading ages were tabulated and these results together with 
chronological age, sex and a subjective assessment of reading fluency 
and comprehension enabled them to be divided into two cmnparable groups. 
The groups were compared using a standard t test and there were no 
statistically significant differences between them, the t score being 
t t 0.479 (Appendix A Table 41). One group was arbitrarily designated 
the experimental group and the other acted as a control. The roles 
were reversed in a second experiment.
Bnlike the e)q»eriment held in 1977 all children taking part 
this time had a registered reading age equal to or in excess of their 
chronological age.
Materials.
#e experimenter chose to use the same materials as before as 
this would again enable scores to be collected, tabulated and compared 
in a standardised form. A decision was taken to use forms A and B of 
the Neale Diagnostic Material, the former for the first experiment and 
the latter for the second.
the first four passages of each form were again recorded at a 
speed of 104 words per minute and read with no marked regional accent. 
Procedure.mmmmmmmmm
Each child would be given a passage to read in turn until he 
reached his ceiling according to the guide-lines laid down in the Neale 
Diagnostic Test manual. The control child would have to read the 
passage for himself unaided,while the experimental child read the passage 
with the tape recording. The tape was only played once and then the 
experimental child attmspted to read the passage to the tester^  who re­
corded scores for errors and time in accordance with the manual. Upon 
completion of reading the child was asked appropriate cmprehension 
questions as laid down up to the passage in $d%ich he reached his ceiling.
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A score was thus recorded for each child for accuracy, rate and 
comprehension.
The control child was absent fof the length of time that this 
whole procedure took and was studying the passage uhaided* It was 
recognized that the period of study for thé control child rested upon the 
length of time taken by his experimental partner# This of course varied 
from pair to pair but was felt to be fair within each pair* Since 
fluency had been taken into account in matching the children it was felt 
that it was fairer to allow the control child time according to the 
speed of his partner rather than allocating a set time, especially as 
roles would be reversed when the experiment was run for the second time#
lÊÎSlî!*
• M l e b .  'mmmmmfmmm
Study Group Pre teSt Mid test Post test
X N 5D % N SD X N SD
Ï Exp 39#2 9 6.05 ^.i 9 0.06
Con 37.3 9 7.70 42.8 9 10.15
2 Ej^  42.8 9 10*15 45.7 9 9.07
Con 42.1 9 0.06 44.8 9 9.99
Means end SD for the Burt tests using raw scores for all groups in 
both experiments are given in the table above.
A t test in respect of scores achieved on the Burt Bord 
Recognition test administered at the beginning and ^ d  of the first 
experiment showed no significant difference between the groups at the 
outset and end of the first experiment (Appendix A Table 42) A 
similar result was achieved comparing results at thé end of the first 
experiment with results at the end of the second experiment* (Appendix 
A Table 43) Results in respect of achievement on the three aspects of 
accuracy, rate and comprehension using the Neale material rendered
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unslgnllicant results as well when comparisous were made between the 
two groups* It must be remembered that the roles of the groups were 
reversed after the first run of the experiment* (Appendix A Tables 
44 - 49) ■ ■
S22ESSU82.2f.2SSSS.2!iS6.L£ii£*
îsK s.i‘ '
SïESSiSSSi i££ïïï§£ï 5t££ £S5B5SS£5SJS2
1 0.406 1.016 0.195
2 1.604 0*837 1.405
Again the second trial of the experiment appeared more 
successful thm the first although in both experiments the experimental 
group did not achieve the impetus afforded to the experimental group in 
the experiment a year earlier using children of poorer ability* Perhaps 
the present children were generally less inclined to be aided by the tape 
and struggled to read for themselves instead of allowing the tape to do 
the job for them* Concentration on accuracy for exemple may have impeded 
rate and led to less "taking in" of the passage in terms of c^prehension* 
The children tried hard to read the passage but did not retain its message*
S22BI£il2Bî.n££i2.£5£.SE22BÎ*
The best comparison for each child was that made with himself 
in the experimental and control situation* Ofing the Neale Diagnostic 
material the result© of t tests for accuracy, rate and comprehension 
were 1*049, 0*216 and 1*060 respectively (Appendix A Tables 50 - 52)
None of these results were statistically significant* It imuld appear 
that though the children enjdyed the experience of Listening while 
Reading they did not benefit from it*
However, the scores Collected from the Burt test in the pre 
and post experimental test (post experimental being after both parts of 
the experiment) for each child were also compared with himself and a t 
score was recorded that was significant at the O.OOl level t ; 4.879
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(Appendix A Table 53) This m m  a high level of sigtiificence and 
though not apparent from results within the esqperiment it can perhaps 
be considered that In the overall children had perhaps been aided by 
the use of the tape in such skills as word recognition and identification 
that they could readily employ outside the direct experimental situation# 
Final Comment 1977 and 1978#
Final comment must be made on differences achieved in the two 
separate experiments of 1977 and 1978# In terms of the use of audio 
visual aids the results are interesting bearing in mind that the groups 
were in the first e^ erihnent children of below average reading ability, 
and in tiie second experiment childrén of above average reading ability. 
Both may have derived success t t m  the use of aids but it was manifest 
in different ways I for the children of the first experiment it was an 
improvement within the structure of the experiment, e.g# a significant 
score with regard to cwprehension, whilst for children of the second 
experiment it Was manifest in a significant improvement in their scores 
as measured on a standardised reeding test after the cmnpletion of the 
experiment. It is difficult to say Which group achieved most except 
perhaps to make a subjective observation that the first group achieved 
a success that would have been doubtful without the use of the aid.
Both groups enjoyed the use of the aid and that in itself perhaps 
justifies its inclusion'in a reading programme# /
S25SlS!i2SLS6£B£Sf.S*
five ë^èriments have been carried out bn two audio visual aids
over a period of alboSt three years and mai^ cosments and conclusions 
have already been made about the success of thé use of the aids in the 
teaching of reading in the situations outlined# However, in a general 
conclusion there are some points the writer would reiterate# Much more 
experimentation is necessary and indeed desirable before any firm cona 
elusions are drawn; these experiments have scratched the surface; they
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bave raised some interesting questions but m y  conclusions drawn from 
them only apply within the experimental condition in which the subjects 
worked, these subjects were dr mm from a variety of backgrounds and 
abilities; what is ie^rtant is that at their own level all Seemed to 
have achieved some success,whether significant or not,in the use of aids. 
Enjoyment itself can be a strong motivator, and if all else were in dis­
pute it is true to say that children using aids enjoyed their learning# 
The writer would not advocate that audio visual aids be used 
as the ultimate method of teaching a child to read. Indeed she would 
question whether there ever can or will be one ultimate method, 
guaranteed to be successful with each individual child. However, how 
that aids are considered respectable, and now that material is so 
readily available for use with them, the writer would suggest that the 
results of the various experiments would lend support to their use.
Audio visual aids are here to stay and they clearly have a role to play 
in the modern classroom environment.
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Audio Visual Aids attd the Teacher#
An Investigation of the Teacher’s use 
of audio visual aids in the teaching 
of reading#
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Inttoduçtljn.
In this modem age audio visual aids cau help teachers to improve 
their eiiicieucy^  %is is particularly true ia the casé of overcrowded 
classrooms where teachiug is ou the pattera of the iategrated day#
Howevert few teachers exhibit use of audio visual aids aad many seem 
reluctant even to consider thm# Do teachers still fear that techno* 
logical developments will make thm redundant or minimize the importance 
of their contrihution? Surely not# for audio visual materials are hy 
definition aids to# and not substitutes for# the successful teacher#
Audio visual aids are not a threat to the teaching profession# they are 
merely part of the vast number of mechanical and electronic devices that 
surround the modern child# As frowbridge says C^hildren accept 
involvement with the products of modem technology because this has 
always been part of their lives# They are keen to use relevant modem 
equipment to help them in their learning at school”# (Trowbridge# 1974# 
page 2) Cuba perhaps s m s  up best the teacher's position when he says# 
"Unless we wish to scrap cwnpletely the notion that the teacher is# in 
his classroom# an autonmous professional who can be trusted to make 
Judgements about the needs and capabilities of his class# we must allow 
him to decide at what times and in what ways to utilise the entire 
armament of devices and materials he has at his disposal# It is the 
administrator's responsibility to make the equipment available so that 
it can be used well# it is the teacher's responsibility to decide what 
use to make of it"# (Cuba# 1965# page 25) the teacher is no longer
the only resource of the modem classroom# He is a learning manager 
with a variety of media at his disposal to help achieve the particular 
instructional objectives he has formulated. Esther than fighting 
against the acceptance of such media as television# tape recorder# radio# 
language Master and Synchrofax the modem teacher should be aware that 
under certain circumstances th^ can at least be as effective as he
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The purpose of this chapter therefore is to consider the 
attitude of teachers to the use of audio visual aids in the teaching 
of reading; in particular how do they consider aids and how do they 
use them? Are we providing enough training on the use of aids in 
the teaching of reading? Do we need in-service courses directed 
towards these two important elements of the modem school# i,e# 
reading and audio visual aids?
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The qiiestiomkaite# which cohaiited of thirteen questions# was
split into two mein parts* The first section dealt with biographical 
details about the teacher's course of training# qualifications# ags* 
age Cange taught and teaching expecience# This was.«ecéssary in order 
to plot teachers' attitudes/opinlohi against the hiogCaphichl details to 
see if they appeared to affect attitudes in any way*
The second part# heginalng at question 7# was a Series of 
questions relating to the use of vatious audio viSual aids in the 
teaching Of reading* Sme nine possihle aids wete listed# all of them 
being available in this country* In these qiteètions teachers were 
asked to indicate responses either tÿ ticking Oh appropriate Yes or 
box or by circling a number I to S from à five point scale* Each 
attitude scale incorporated a five point summation type of response 
where the high value scores indicated positif attitude and the low 
value scores negative attitude# Question 9 whs slightly different# 
teachers being asked tO indicate how many hours per Week they might use 
any of the listed aids in the teaching of reading*
At the end of the questionnaire teachers were asked to add 
any pertinent comments about the use of audio visual aids in the 
teaching of reading*
Consideration was made as together to include a question 
oh what aids were used for If not for reading# but this was dismissed 
as it was felt that if any respondent felt a need they would disclose 
this in their own cmments*
and conduct of the investigation*
It was decided for the purposes of the first study to make a 
random selection of two teachers per school from a wide selection of 
Primary schools within two main areas* The first area was a Local
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Education Authority of a city and county# the second was a Local 
Education Author!ty from a conurbation* Letters and questionnaires 
were dispatched to twelve schools# six within each designated area 
(2 junior, Z Infant or first# Z infant/junior) with instruction for 
Heads upon receipt to make random distribution to two mmbers of their 
staff* thus some 24 questionnaires were dispatched in the first sample.
Of the 17 respondents# 14 were female and 3 were male; all 
the male were Junior teachers and of the female 9 were junior teachers,
4 were infant teachers and I taught in a first School.
All questionnaires m r e  dispatched and returned by post 
without any personal contact between the recipient and the researcher.
71% of the questionnaires were returned#
For the second study two methods of distribution were again 
selected* One was the distribution of questionnaires by students on 
teaching practice to schools within a large metropolitan area# the 
other was under the auspices of the United Kingdom MOding Association. 
The latter was lofinatcly superior although the writer recognises that 
it was distribution to an already '^ interested" audience* Of SO 
questionnaires dispatched in this manner 33 were returned (66%) and 32 
used in the final analysis# one having been returned uncompleted* Of 
SO distributed through students only 10 were returned* (20%) This was 
à somewhat disappointing result but it must be acknowledged that 
distribution took place during the summer term# not perhaps the most 
favourable time of the year for such an enterprise. All questionnaires 
were dispatched without any personal contact between the recipient and 
' the researcher# although upon return of the questiq^aires from the 
Uni ted Kii%dom h#ding #  two respondents included their name
and address and asked to be informed of the general findings of the 
research* The writer will in fact provide them with a synopsis of the 
results and will also dispatch one to the United Kingdom Beading Assoc.
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The writer eeknowledges that the word attitude is perhaps 
somewhat misleading in the title of the questionnaire and should rather 
he taken to - mean 'opinion*
5 f S 5 H E 2 2 S 2 £ . ï 2 £ l ' 2 l 3 2 S i . S 2 L î I S l £ 2 £ 2 S i 2 £ . M 2 . 2 2 â j £ 2 i 2 S ‘
The infomation from questions I to 6 was «oUected so that
the attitudes of teachers towards the use of audio visual aids in the
teaching of reading could be assessed in six different vsys% #ese
were Attitudes according to present teaching group
training age group
sex. -
 ^ . age
teaching experience 
. qualifications -
From the questionnaire the responses for each question were 
collected and recorded on a master chart or matrix*
In questions where sections had been deliberately or 
mistakenly left blank the parts affected were not included for the 
purpose of analysis# but recorded as a no response* The rest of the 
recipients responses were considered where appropriate* Thus a 
recipient might indicate which aids they possessed# and their attitude 
to them might ha considered in tho appropriate analysis# but they may 
than be recorded as making a no response to any other questions*
Comments made at the end of the questionnaire have been 
included as a separate section together with a brief Introduction as 
they "speak for themselves” more than adequately* , .
Results and Analysis " a Discussion*
As the questionnaire had in no way been altered after the 
initial distribution of 24 copies and receipt of 17# It was decided to 
consider these results combined with the 42 questionnaires received from 
the second distribution of 100* To consider them separately would have
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meant dealing with one particularly small sample, whereas combined,
59 made the sample viable* The composition of the sample was in 
accordance with the following tables# and the analysis will be con­
sidered one question at a time in respect of these variables.
Sex, Male Fmale
1st, Sample 3 14
2nd, Sample 12 30
total 15 44
^e, 25 and under 26 - 34 35 - 44 45 and over
1st, Sa#le 4 3 7 3
2nd, Sample 3 9 11 19
total 7 12 18 22
teaching Experience,
Prob,. 1 - 4 5 - 10 11 - ;14 15 - 20 21 - 24 25 and over
1st, Sample 0 6 3 I 4 0 ^  3
2nd, Sample 0 3 17 8 6 1 7
Total 0 9 20 9 10 1 10
ÏÏSiSilK.S2HSSS*
Hone Hurs, n/t Inf, t/3 Jun* m Sec*
Ist,^  Sm^le 2 0 0 ^ 3 4 : : 3 0
2nd* Sample I 0 0 5 12 12 6 6
Total 3 0 0 8 16 9 6
aiS.S2S8S.ISS6S£‘ Inf, I/J Jun, Sec, m  Age*
1st, Sample 5. . 0 12 0 0
2nd, Sample 10 8 14 2
Total 15 8 26 8 2
gualifications. Cert* Cert/Dip, Deg/Î?*G,C,E• V  peg* H,Deg, Other
IstéSample U 1 3 2 0 0
2nd.Sample 25 3 9 1 3 1
Total 36 4 12 3 3 1
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Analysis of the distribution of aids by "sex" showed no 
marked differences in the sample with regard to the provision of common 
aids *1 or indeed less common aids &2. Men were perhaps à little 
mre fortunate in the provision of less cmmon aids considering their 
number*
With regard to analysis by "age" distribution was again even 
except among the group aged 25 years and under where there was an 
obvious dearth of all but the common aids*
Examination of the distribution of aids with reference to "age 
range taught" revealed there was a definite lack of provision amongst 
the Infant and Infant/Junior groups of less cmmon aids* Junior and 
Secondary teachers were relatively better endowed with provision of 
synchrofax, language master, 0*H*f• and
Distribution according to "experience and qualifications" 
revealed no glaring inadequacies in any group whilst distribution 
according to "training course" generally mirrored distribution according 
to "age range taught". However, Infant and Infant/Junior groups this 
time came out a little better than before with regard to less common aids.
All the above cwments are of course subject to the proviso 
of sample sire#
l^* Common aidsi T.V., Eadio, Tape Eeeorder, Record Flayer and O.H.F*
*2# Was c#son aids* C.€*T*V., Synchrofax, Language Master and
Talking Typewriter*
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There were dtfferecees of opinion Iti positive àttltude towards 
aids, men favouring tape recorder# and T*V* end women favouring
tape recorder# T.V. end language master* iWever theré was a strong 
consensus of opinion mong the sexes about the "uselessness" of radio 
and record player* Men always appeared m t e  willing to express an 
opinion and thus rendered less responses in category 3 or in the 
category of "no response"*
The group expressing most general interest in the aids were 
those aged 45 years and over 4^ d least general interest cime from the 
group aged 26 - 34 years* The group aged 25 years and under showed 
unit interest in aids for which there was comercially produced material 
available i*e* tape recorder and T*V* but this bias was nbt so marked in 
other groups# Ferhaps their inerperienCe led thmi to rely more heavily 
on such material.
With regard to "age range taught^  réference tO the less 
common aids is perhaps most interesting# remembering that Junior and 
Secondary teachers were better endowed* In the case of the latter 
there was indication that provision of ah aid did not necessarily trigger 
a positive attitude towards its "usefulness"* l&e picture was reversed 
in the case of Junior teachers where provision appeared to spark a 
positive attitude* Of course the question posed was in respect of how 
useful aids might be considered in the teaching of reading and perhaps 
this is itself a skill which is more readily thé province of Junior 
rather than Secondary teachers*
With regard to the coton aids idiilst T.V. and tape recorder 
were generally considered "useful" by all age ranges, radio and recwrd 
player were considered "useless"*
A consideration of attitude according to "training course" 
largely reflected the points made in the analysis according to sex since
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the Infant and Infant/Junior groups were largely composed of women.
In both these groups and especially the latter there was a reluctance 
to express a strong opinion* Otherwise the Junior, Junior/Secondary 
and Secondary groups generally held a positive attitude to the aids 
whilst the group with no training course were decidedly split in their 
attitudes.
Considering attitude according to "qualification", it was 
the largest group of certificate teachers #10 were most reluctant to 
express a strong opinion on all but the very popular aids, tape recorder 
and T.V., or the very unpopular ones, radio and record player. Other 
groups had various preferences but fewer responses per size of sample 
in the "no response" category or in category 3.
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Generally women used aids more than men# but equally neither 
used them to any considerable degree* This was true even amongst aids 
which had received positive acclaim in question 8. tape recorder was 
available# positively acclaimed and readily used by male and female alike# 
but other than this men fell behind women# who showed a majority use of 
T.V,, synchrofax# language master and Ô.ÎÎ.F. amongst those to tom they 
were available#
With regard to "age" the group claiming most "usefulness" for 
the various aide was the group who generally used more aids than any 
other i«e# the group aged 45 years and over. On the group aged 25 years 
and under comment is very difficult as by and large they had only the 
common aids available to them,
ton one turns to "i^ e range taught" it is pertinent that with 
any age group provision of an aid and a positive attitude to it did not 
always lead to use. The less well equipped infant# and the less 
enthusiastic Infant/Junior teachers used them about as much as did their 
enthusiastic and better endowed contemporaries. At least their responses 
revealed less discrepancy between claimed "usefulness" and actual use. 
There was definite increase in use of aids with increase in 
eiq^ erienoe. At the other end of the scale there was evidence that 
teachers with least experience used aids for which they saw a value i,e, 
T*V, and tape recorder* however# this group was not particularly 
fortunate in its provision of less common aids.
Turning attitude according to "training course" it was 
again evident that attitude to an aid did not always give indication of 
use. There were instances of aids being highly rated# available and 
yet unused and also of aids #ich had registered a high negative re­
sponse being used. This was particularly noticeable in the case of 
the record player*
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Because of the vast discrepancy in sise of groups little 
comment can he made on use with regard to "qualification" except that 
across the board it re-mphaslsed the fact that attitude to an aid, 
availability of it, and use did not always match# except perhaps in 
the case of tape recorder# popular# and easily the most used of any 
of the aids, ■
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Guidance at College or University on the use of aids in the 
teaching of reading was generally denied hy hoth sexes* the general 
indication amongst hoth sexes was that College/University courses fail 
to provide adequate guidance*
With regard to "age" a similar indication was received with a 
slight increase with age in the number of people claiming "no course" 
at all, provided they had not trained as mature students*
With regard to "#e range taught" and "ejqierience" the pattern 
was re-emphasised, for of the overall number of 59, 55 claimed "no 
course" at all* Ifewever, when one came to a consideration of "training 
courses" there were noticeable differences between the training groups 
about the amount of advice received during the initial training on the 
use of aids in the teaching of reading* The tobers with "no training 
course" unanimously agreed that they had had "no course" on any of the 
aids* The Infant/Junior group also came out as receiving little or no 
training course as did the secondary group* The other groups had 
members %dio had received courses on specific aids and one member of the 
#nior/Secondary group claimed a course on all the aids*
Turning to College/Oniversity training with regard to 
q^ualifications" it is interesting that the members with degree only 
claimed W  course" on the use of aids* t o  writer repeats interesting 
and yet not surprising since In their course they would he concerned only 
with their immediate area of study, however# it is unfortunate that we 
Still have practising teachers t o  may have received no professional 
training on the use of audio visual aids in the teaching ef such a basic 
subject as reading* It is not to be said that by comparison Certificate 
teachers were outstanding as the claim to "no course" was still alarming, 
being 19 in total. However, there was some slight evidence of courses 
on various aids being provided.
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Attendance at In-aenrlce conrsee for both seres showed a 
negative trend. One wonders in the light of both seres support for the 
provision of such courses whether more resources need to be applied in 
this field, particularly as we live in a technological age and the 
Collegé/DniverSity courses appear to be so lacking in their provision.
turning to "age” attendance at In-service courses was not 
particularly strong but was most lacking among the group aged 25 years 
and under. Most attendance was registered amongst the group 45 years 
and over*
With regard to "age range taught” there waslittle strong 
indication except mongst the Infant and Secondary teachers who were 
particularly negative in their attendance. A pity emngst the latter 
group as they were better endowed with aids.
"Experience” appeared to increase attendance at In-service 
courses* Thus the group attending most courses were those nith over 
25 years' experience* Perhaps these were the teachers who felt in most 
need of refresher courses. Another group, those with 5 - 10 years' 
experience also stood out for their attendance at In-service courses. 
Perhaps thair motive was promotion? Least attendance was amongst the 
group with 1 - 4 years' experience; perhaps they were still assimilating 
thei# college courses or felt they had enough to do surviving the rigour 
of the classroom.
With regard to "training course" attendance at In-service 
courses varied from group to group# although the overall picture was 
negative. However, attendance or non-attendance more closely reflected 
attitude to aids than had been apparent in any other analysis.
When it came to an analysis according to "qualifications" results 
were equal across the board. However, special note must be made of the 
degree only group* Two of its members showed most evidence of attendance
91
St courses perhaps fulfilling the inadequacy of their training courses* 
It was unfortunate that the third member of the sample was not of like 
mind, he being totally negative in his attitude, having received no 
initial training course nor having ever attended an In-service training 
course on any of the aids*
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Question 12.
Allowing for differences In emphasis between the sexes for
courses on particular aids (men supporting T.V., tape recorder, O.K.P.
and C.C.T.y., and women tape recorder, O.H.P. and Language Master)
there was generally consensus of opinion over the provision of In-
service courses, and they were by both sexes considered •useful**
the same general positive response was revealed in an
analysis according to **age”, although a slight edge was shown in Interest
among the group aged 45 years and over# It is perhaps that they most
felt the need, If they had trained some 25 years earlier, to be afforded
an opportunity of updating their knowledge and ekills.
turning to "age range taught", on the question of attitude
towards the provision of In-service courses, there were distinct
preferences expressed by the various groups# these were as follows:
Infant: Language Master, tape recorder and O.H.P*
Infant/Junior: t.V*, tape recorder and O.H.P.
Junior; t.V., Language master and tape recorder.
Secondary: t.V., tape recorder and O.H.P.
All Age: All aids except record player.
Apart from this It was noticeable that the Secondary group had
considerable replies in the category of "no response". Has this again
an expression of a negative attitude towards the aids, or the fact that
reading was not so readily a part of their everyday teaching?
Analysis according to "experience" again revealed a generally
positive attitude towards the provision of In-service courses with bias
for particular aids being found among various groups.
1 - 4 years: Tape recorder, synchrofax and O.H.P*
5 -10 years: Tape recorder, O.H.P. and language master.
11-14 years: Tape recorder, T.V. and O.H.P.
15-20 years: Language master, synchrofax, tape recorder, O.H.P.
21-24 years: All aids except C.C.T.V., O.H.P. and record player.
Over 25 years: O.H.P., T.V. and tape recorder.
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The groups least interested im the provision of In-service 
courses with regard to analysis according to "training age*^  were the 
very groups who had been generally negative in their attendance. With 
these exceptions attitude to the provision of courses was generally 
positive with individual courses for various groups being popular or 
unpopular* The latter reflection may equally be made from an analysis 
according to "qualification'*#
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Queâtioti 13.
m m m m m m r n m m m m
As iu any of the analyses knowledge of the consnon aid® was 
lïBaèlffiôtïS, It was not felt neoessary to produce a table relating to this 
question* If was felt that comment alone would be sufficient* Among 
the sexes men had a slightly better Imowledge of the more uncossaon aids 
and with regard to a^ge" the same was true of the group aged 45 years and 
over* Analysis according to "age range taught" revealed nothing of note, 
but with regard to "experience" the sample who had been teaching for the 
shortest period were slightly more ignorant of tîie less common aids. 
Analysis according to "training course" reflected that according to "age 
range taught", but with regard to "qualifications" the Certificate group 
stood out as least informed about the less common aids.
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CHAPTER 6*
Teachers * Comments end Conclusions 
drawn from the Investigation*
101
Of the sample of 59, twenty five teachers eosEnented on the 
questionnaire in one way or another* Seventeen of these were female and 
eight were male* there follows some extracts from the comments, those 
chosen typifying the sort of comment# made in certain broad areas•
n£-KS£Ê.2l.eîâiS.n21!2L*iâ2*
SsMiêuisIfSî-îsisSsi-f I
"%e real benefit of any equipment can only be assessed through
use in m y  given circumstances* Equipment is usually expensive and with­
out some guarantee that it is worthwhile there is a reluctance to allocate 
money* It would be useful to have equipment on loan for 1 - 3  terms to 
assess usefulness before committment to buy,"
îssîf*îsliBl-SêiÊtef*fiÊâù2ë»îu2è*.ïSiîs«sisl-SuS*i2uifSffIi.èïiÊSifSSSi 
"The usefulness of any audio visual aids will of course depend
on how they are used. They would only be useful as supplementary work in
my opinion as each programme would need to be directed at those at certain
attainment levels without regard to individual differences*"
îfeîS-§2Ê2S5fîf.SÊSfSSÎ.SS2iulLS-âèu5têêîî-ïilî&uiLl«ié.ttlSSlé.S-ESIiSBSfi 
"Audio visual machinery is very distracting - something that
does not fit into She ordered and familiar environment I encourage."
âSëituîiSHfî.âiifuftâ.SSfâiSI*
Machines to teach readingf At the wment they must be narrow 
and mechanical (in reading technique) Perhaps in 10 years' time I'll 
buy one —  but I feel they will teach reading as a sequential process, 
something it isn't* Will there ever be a machine capable of teaching 
reading holisticallyl"
f§^ î2*îS£ê2î*î222&££ulê2âu2luf22£§.iSi«âî2l«!?î£!^ *.SE2E»2l.222E§I.22f62Il22S2* 
"teaming to read is largely individually programmed*
The level of use of any aid would largely depend on preparation time
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involved related to the improvment, if any, over other teaching methods*
Does it stimulate reading in anyway?"
The writer acknowledges that there were deficiencies in the list 
of audio visual aids she presented* However, they were intended only as 
starting points and the following comments are included as suggesting 
possible extensions*
"fou don't list cameras or slide projectors #ich you can also 
use in the teaching of reading* e»g* photographing shop signs etc* on a 
walk —  lots of readi% material and mtivation*"
"What about the use of slides synchronised idth a tape recorder?
I have found this useful*"
Pemale^ Secondary^ Teacher^ aied^ dl^ years^ and^ oyer^ t^h^ ll^ -^ lJ^ yearsl^ e^ erience 
"I also use audio visual aids as part of my Humanities programme 
i*e# T*V*, 16mm film, tape recorder, V*t*E*, slides and film strips*"
Female Infant teacher aged 45^years_and^gver^^th^ll^;_14^years2-e^erience* 
"With most children starting school their visual perception is 
well developed and their auditory perception is weak and the cause of a 
slow start to reading* Language development often needs to be improved 
also* Audio visual aids do of course help in the stimulation of 
language but I would like more use to be made of purely auditory aids to 
improve auditory perception*"
Initial Training Courses*
Female^Cgllege^ Lecturer^ a|ed^ A$^ yeer8^ and^ gyer^ t^h^ oyer^ |5^ years’^ exgerlence# 
"I do not encourage students to use audio visual aids except for 
the cassette recorder* I think they need to be self reliant and make cards 
and apparatus to suit the individual needs of children."
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Can this not be done with material produced for audio visual
aids so that we develop a self reliant teacher geared to the modem
technological age?
In-Service courses.
Female^ Reraediôl^ teacher^ a§ed^ 26^ -^ |4^ years^ withj5=^ 2_i2iyfSESl-«82Ei2B£f *
"However useful this equipment is. In-service courses will be
wasted unless schools are enabled to buy any of theequipment"*
"I feel there should be more courses on the use of audio visual 
aids in the teaching of readingi Many teachers don't know how to use 
aids to their best advantage to help with their task of teaching reading".
Female^ Junigr^ teacher^ a|ed^ 26^ -^ 34^ years^ t^h^ l^ -,£«y£§£Sl*£EE2Ei2B£f^
"I attended a five week course on Remedial reading but audio 
visual aids were only briefly discussed probably because of the 
economic cutbacks".
%The In-Service courses would only be of use if money was to be 
made available for this type of apparatus. i.e. my total capitation is 
about £700 per annum and a synchrofax costs £85 at the moment (1978)".
f £ff Sfâ.ES.YEf YÊif.SYEI.Ÿ&ES • 5« Z * lS_Y22E5l.2YE •
"I think the standards were better when teachers projected 
themselves. Since "visual aids" arrived the teachers make less effort.
It would be interesting to see how many aids sit around collecting dust".
"Although audio visual aids are useful they can never do more 
than supplement a good foundation built by a good Infant reading scheme 
and competent teacher".
"Audio visual aids are best used when the "software" for the
104
machines is made by the teacher for a particular child or group of 
children. Commerciaily produced "software" does not always cover the 
ground needed or apply to the learning problem of the individual child."
Borne interesti# comments^  many of them raised# discussed or 
experimented on in the course of this study. Others still to be 
explored and evaluated in the ever changing technological world.
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Conclusion.
At the outset of this part of the study the writer indicated 
several questions to which she hoped the results of the questionnaire 
might profer solutions. What conclusions can now be drawn?
One thing was clearly apparent, there is among teachers a 
dichotomy between their opinion of audio visual aids and how much they 
use them. Local Education Authorities might supply Audio/Visual equip­
ment to teachers who have a high regard for its merit, but for some 
reason widespread use of this equipment is not made any more than amongst 
teachers who do not hold it in high regard. One is prompted to ask why, 
even though it is a question which may become Increasingly less important 
if money becomes less available for the provision of equipment. Is it 
that teachers find audio visual aids too demanding to establish and operate 
within the usual classroom environment? Or is it that though interested 
in the aids, teachers have received inadequate initial training in their 
use and are in some cases denied In-service training? Perhaps these 
questions might in part be answered by reflection at the various teachers* 
comments. Suffice it to say here that making a subjective comment the 
writer feels the reason for lack of use may rest there rather than in any 
fear of the teachers' of the audio visual aid usurping the teachers* 
position. Of course not all teachers had a good provision of aids and 
thus their positive opinion of aids was perhaps uninformed. In this 
chapter one recipient of the questionnaire clearly makes the point that 
positive attitude to an aid or indeed training in its use are of little 
value when aids are increasing in price and L.E.A. *s are having to 
dramatically chop the education budget.
Mention of Initial Training Courses must be made as perhaps 
more plainly than anything else the results of the questionnaire revealed 
their glaring inadequacy. Can this really be excused in the techno­
logical age? The writer would venture to say it cannot. Surely part
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of the Initial training coursa muet ineluda eoma advice on the use of 
audio visual aid® which are increasingly becoming auph an Important part 
of th® everyday life of the modern child# Comment Is made on this by a 
college lecturer in this chapter# the guiat of her remarks being that she 
does not encourage students to use audio visual aids as aha prefers them 
to be self reliant# ■ Are the two really in conflict or can the student 
not be encouraged to produce material suitable for use with audio visual 
aids aloagaide her production of the more traditional cards and apparatus?
; Finally a 'cornent on In-service training* , Attendance at . . . 
courses mm not particularly good, although interest in their provision 
waa high# Unfortunately the questionnaire failed to reveal interested 
teachers bad not made attendance asawing relevant couraes were readily 
available* Perhaps this Is an area that future investigation might puraue# 
In conclusion the writer feel# this part of the study to have 
been of value* Teachers are an importent part of the educational 
machine and their attitudes are of parmount Importance in the formulation 
of educational innovation* the audio visual aid is an innovation and 
one which is likely to be around for some considerable time to come#
It is important to establish that audio visual aids are held in regard 
by teacbera, whether they are being adequately used, and what sort of 
guidance teachers need in order to make the best possible use of them 
in the education of the child of the "technological age*"
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CHAPTER 7.
Conclusion*
108
Separate conclusions have already been made at the end of 
Chapters 4 and 6 with respect of the two separate halves of the study. 
However, In that both halves are Infact two facets of the same question 
"Are audio visual aids of use in the teaching of reading?" it is per­
haps pertinent to draw some general conclusion*
Children and teachers must both be happy with audio visual 
aids and derive benefit from them if they are to have a justifiable use 
in the modem classroom* the esq&eriments showed that children were 
happy using aids and in some eases showed a significant achievement in 
their reading, which might in part be attributed to the use of audio 
visual aids. Teachers who responded to the questionnaire generally 
accepted audio visual aids, and certainly showed that they would welcome 
more Information on how they might be of greater value. They did not 
consider them a threat to their position, nor indeed should they* It 
is merely that the teachers* role in school is changing and they can no 
longer expect or indeed desire to be the only source of information in 
the room. One might say teachers need to continue to learn about an 
ever widening range of machines but this might not be profitable.
However, teachers do need to keep technologically up to date so that they 
can select material most appropriate to the learning of their children# 
When a teacher has a definite idea of what she wants children to achieve 
then she needs to design teaching and learning situations in which it 
might happen. The question reappears "To what extent are audio visual 
aids useful in the teaching of reading?"* However, this can now be 
extended by "Which machines might do the job best?"* The comparative 
study of media particularly with distinct objects and children in mind 
would be absorbing and of considerable importance* The writer in this 
study put forward general ideas of What can be done with various kinds 
of equipment and tried to assess, at least amongst a small sample, what 
sort of use was made of audio visual aids in the teaching of reading.
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What is needed now is a detailed consideration of the strengths end 
weaknesses of various aids that do a similer job* The writer 
evaluated the specific «Se of Language Master and Tape Recorder in a 
given situation vi**e*viS the traditional classroom instruction#
Having shown that both can be equally as effective as the traditional 
classroom methods in teaching a child to read perhaps what Is now needed 
is a consideration of their effect vis-a-vis each other# A comparative 
study of media is certainly necessary in connection with media 
selection particularly with rising costs and diminishing funds*
Audio visual aids and reading are inextricably linked# If 
used selectively they can give considerable impetus to oral work# 
Listening is an important comprehension skill and some types of sound 
recording may be found useful in giving children practice in intensive 
listening for short periods of time# Rhonic work, so basic to a 
good reading vocabulary can be aided considerably by the use of relevant 
audio visual aids. The list is endless# Audio visual aids are here 
to stay and they have a definite role to play in the teaching of 
reading#
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Week Control Group Experimental Group
1 2 , 0  2 . 9
2 3*7 4*4
4 5*8 7.3
5 7*2 9*1
6 9,7 10*9
Table 2. Eeeord o£ ïnorease in mean recognition over a six^ week i
Week**** £22ÏÎSLfK2e E B e S I l m S B t a & j g r o u B
1 m 2 ...................1.7 1 * 5  -
2 * 4 2*1 2*9
4 * 5 1*4 1 , 8
5 * 6 ; 2 , 5 1 * 8
Table 3* Comparison of Boys and Girls Scores in the groups
Boys Week Control Group B & S S & S S n t a l  C r o u B
I 2*2 2 . 2
2 4,2 3.6
4 5 . 6 6 * 3
5 8*1 7*4
6 9.1 10*5
Girls Week
m i m m m m m m m m m
Control Group Eamerimental Group
t 1.6 3.5
2 2*6 5*6
4 6*0 8.5
5 6*0 11.5
6 10*8 11.5
ïstis.5* i£2EÊïJ£e5.£.£ÊS£,S35i5!S£SÏSâ.SîJ!!Ê.SSlS!
Control Croup 0, 4, 0, 1, 6> 3, l,
■ m m m m m m m r n m m m m U
N « 15 2) Of 4f 1# 4f Of 2*
E25eiïi2Ê5£Sl.Sï22E 2, 3, 4, 5, l, 2, 2, 5,
N ** 16 2f Of 9f 3f If Of 3f 3# 1
t ^  1#095
«  <• «h «• <» •» «• «• 4» »  W
Î S S i s J *  § £ 2 ï f 2 . f ï 2 S . £ . £ S l £ . S â S i B l S £ S E 2 L f £ - £ ! ! 2 ^ 2 5 â ^ 2 ! . ? 2 2 ! S . ê *
S 2 5 £ l 2 i . S £ 2 2 E  12, 12, 14, 10, 11, 8, il, 10,
N » 15 8, 3, 16, 6, 16, 5, S.
EïE2ïieiB£§LS£2ÏE 9, 12, 16, 12, 5, 16, 10, 16,
N ■ 15 7, 9, 16, 13, 13, 6, 5.
t » 0.817
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Table.6. SçoiegJtom.WUçgjœnJ.tegt.eoseatlng.BS^^^^
Control Group
«I »4 «> o ap « a» at ■•«»»<» I»
N * 15
T » 0 
* # # * * ■
Blanificaat
m r n m m m m i m m m - ' m m -
at 0*01 level
Experimental Group 
W « 16
T «_0
2i8Blii££5E
at 0*01 level
Week 1 Week 3 Week 5
0 . 4 12
4 8 12
0 7 14
1 3 10
6 10 11
2 5 8
3 5 11
1 5 10
2 4 8
0 3
4 11 16
1 ■ 4 6
4 12 16
0 1 5
2 Ab* 5
Week I Week 3 Week 5
2 5 9
3 8 12
4 14 16
5 7 12
1 4 5
2 4 16
2 6 10
S 13 16
2 5 7
0 7 9
9 14 16
3 6 13
1 8 13
0 2 6
3 Ab* 5
3 8 Ab*
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Table 7* Scores from t teat administered at the end o£ t?eek 1, 
* * * * * * *  ' * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ' * * * * # * * * * * » * * # * . * *
Control Group 2, 1, 5# 1, 9, 6, 1*
N * 14 3, 15, 8, 2, 3, 9, 8.
E^etimental.GjouB 8, 3, 4, 10, 14, 8,
N = 13 10, 1, 1, 4, 2, 6, 13.
t - 0.787 
* * * * * * * * * .
Table 8* Score# from t test administered at the end of week 2, 
* * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
SssïssLSïeae s, e, 7, 2, 13, 10, 2,
K « 14 5, 15, 10, 13, 1, 9, 15.
lîESEiSSSSSi.SîgaE 13' b, 10, 19, 17, IS, 11,
N * 13 3, 3, 10, 6, 13, 16.
t w 1.354 significant at 0*20 level
Table 9. Scores from t test administered at the end of the experiment 
* * * * * * * '  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Control Group 18# 12# S# 5# 3# 15# 4#
N - 14 8, 22, 15, 22, 7, 22, 17.
fïEÊEiSSBlSi.ÇKïïB 7^, 6, 15, 22, 22, 22, 16,
N " 13 6, 5, 11, 8, 22, 22.
t • 0,974 
* * * * * * * * *
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Table 10# Scores from t test admlniatered to compare the scores of
m m r n m m m m m  a s m # # # # , #  a » #
the control group in week 1 and week 4 of the experiment
Week^ l. 2, 1, 5, I, 9, 6, i,
N - 14 3, 15, 8, 2, 3, 9, 8.
H****** 28# 12# 5# 6# 3# IS# 4|
M « 14 8# 22, 15, 22, 7, 22, 17*
t * 3*318 significant at 0*01 level* 
* * * * * * * * , *  ^
Table^ ll. ■ §£èHê2*lî2f*î.lflî*fÉîifîiîff*i*l2*£2SBêSS*l*ê*IStf*É*9f ■
the experimental group in week 1 and week 4 of the experiment #*****&*** * * * * * * * * * # * # , * # # * * * # * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * # * * * * * * 1 1 »  * # . * * * * * « « *
Heekl. 8, 3, 4, 10, 14, 8, 10,
K = 13 X 1,. 1, 4, ' 2, " 6, 13.
«Sek_4. 17, 8, 15, 22, 22, 22, 16,
H » 13 6, 5, 11, 8, 22, 22.
t.5.3j8|6 sigtilflcaot at 0.001 leva,
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Table 12. Scores from t test administered at the end of week I* using 
balanced control and experimental groups of N « 12
S2B£E2i-Çï2“E 2, l, S, 9, 6, 3,
N « 12 15, 8, 2, 3, 9,8.
fK2Ei5SS£SiJï22B 8,3,4,10,14,8,
N - 12 10, 1, 1, 4, 2,6.
t » 0 
# # # * *
Table 13« Scores from t test administered at the end of week 2 using 
balanced control and experimental groups of W « 12
S22H2LSÏ2HE 8, 6, 7, 13, lo, 5,
N « 12 15, 10, 13, I, 9, 15.
lîE2EiB25£5l-ÇïeSB 13» 1», I®, 17, 15,
N - 12 11, 3, 3, 10, 6, 13.
t a 0.618 
* * # • * * * * *
Table 14# Scores from t test administered at the end of week 4 using
* * * * * * * *  ' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * w * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ^
balanced control end experimental groups of H >» 12
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * l a * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * *  * * * » < # * * * * * *
S2S£E2i-S£22B 28, 12, 5, 3, 15, 8,
M - 12 22, 15, 22, 7, 22, 17.
!îB2EiBSB£2i.SE2SB 17, 8, 15, 22, 22, 22,
N - 12 16, 6, 5, 11, 8, 22.
t m 0.253 
* * * * * * * * *
e n d ^ o f ^ w e e k  i .
Sâ2K2LS£2Se :3^2:iSSBSëLSE22E
l l
w «= 12 2 1
N *» 12 2 2
' 3 3
$ 4
5 4
L:*K:5  ^ 6
8 8
9 10
9 ' 10
15 14
îfèî2*iê* §22E2f*fî2f*?âi22H5-.ï*î22l-êâfiÇiSS2HS£*fS.îè2lf£â.2f.f2SS-éi
SSBKSi.SïeSE ESEEi“£5lSLSieSE 
12 6
« a  12 18 s
K - 12 ■ 22 8
8 8
,L t  15
 ^ U: U/5^  : !_ % 11 '
I_T_43 15 22
: \15 ■ , % 17 r ..
' “  : : :
., 3 ; 22
22 16
' 22"" 14
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îfblfJZi §î5BiÊi..22.Çbli5res_Ç..A.J^ïegrg.4.M^
Pre test scores Post test scores
c^ontrol
group Schonell
Burt Schonell
* * * * * * * *
* * * * # ■ ■
Burt
I* lOy Iro (58) 9y 10m (67) lOy 8m <65) lOy 2m (70)
2 lOy 2m (59) 9y 6m (63) lly 4m (71) lOy 11m (77)
3* 9y Om (43 9y 2m (60) 9y 2m (45) 9y 6m (63)
4 9y Im (44) 9y Im (59) 9y 5m (48) lOy Im (69)
3* 8y 9m (40) 9y Om (59) 8y 11m (42) By 9m (56)
6 9y Om (43) 8y 10m (57) 9y 8m (52) lOy Im (69)
7* 8y 3m (33) 8y 5m (52) By 2m (49)
8 8y 8m (39) 8y 3m (50) 9y 8m (52) 9y Im (59)
9* 8y 6m (36) 8y 2m (49) By 5m (35)
10 8y 5m (35) 7y 11m (46) 9p 6m (50) By 10m (57)
11* 8y (35) 7y 10m (45) By 9m (40) By 6m (53)
12 By 6m (36) 7y 7m (42) By 10m (41) By 8m (55)
13* 7y 9m (28) 7y 10m (45) 7y 9m (28) 7y 7m (42)
14 8y Om (30) 7y 5m (39) By 5m (52)
15* 7y 10m (29) 7y 5m (39) 7y 10m (29) By Om (47)
16 7y 9m (28) 7y 5ra (39) By Im (31) 7y 10m (45)
17* 7y 9m (28) 7y 3m (37) By hn (31) 7y 5m (39)
18 7y 8m (27) 7y Im (35) By 3m (33) 7y 6m (41)
19* 7y 7m (25) 7y Im (35) By Om (30) 7y 7m (42)
20 7y 7m (26) 7y Im (35) 7y 8m (27) 7y 10m (45)
21* 7y 4m (21) 7y Im (35) 7y 6m (24) 7y Im (35)
22 7y 7m (25) 7y Im (35) By 3m (33) 7y 7m (42)
23* 7y 5m (22) 6y 11m (33) 7y 7m (25) 7y Im (35)
24 7y 6m (24) 7y Om (34) 7y 9m (28) 7y 4m (38)
25* 7y 2m (18) 6y 9m (30) 7y 3m (19) 6y 9m (31)
26 7y 4m (20) 6y 8m (29) • 7y 3m (37)
27* 6y 11m (14) 6y 8m (29) 7y 2m (17) 6y 9m (31)
28 7y Im (16) 6y 8m (29) 7y 5m (22) 7y Om (34)
29* 6y 8m (9) 6y 4m (23) 6y 11m (13) 6y 7m (27)
30 7y 2m (18) 8m (29) 7y 5m (22) 7y Om (34)
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ÎSble.iB. £.£fS£.“!iBI.5£2Kî.f£S5.§te^ *
pre experiment
S25£ï2i.Sï2SE 58,43,40,33,36,35,28,29,
N » 15 28, 25, 21, 22, 14, 9, 18.
E5E£ïif25£Si.SE2SE 59, 44, 43, 39, 35, 36, 30, 28,
K » 15 27, 26, 25, 24, 40, 16, 18.
t ■ 0.472
table 19. L£2!£.S!iSg.!S2£!!Jm.52:£.52egim.£22£ -
pre experiment
S25£E2LS£22E 57, 60, 59, 52, 49, 45, 45,
N<= 15 39, 37, 35, 35, 33, 30, 29, 23.
E*Bf£i”25£Si-5E2“E 53, 59, 57, 50, 46, 42, 39,
B " 15 39, 35, 35, 35, 34, 29, 29, 29.
t » 0.257
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Table^ 2G,
Burt^ Eeading_^ test^ admini8tered^ before^ and^ after^ the
experiment
* * » # # * * * * #
Before
* « # * * # » # After
63 77
N « 14 59 Ab
L**2 57 69
significant 50 59
at 0*0X level 46 57
42 55
39 52
39 45
35 41
35 45
35 42
34 38
29 37
29 34
29 34
Wileoxan T teat for * * * * * * * * * , * * * * * * * * * * , ®$egEteïsLisèHB*«»i2i*scores fre
§£bosellJeadln|,te|t,aamtsl8tered.bG
experiment
Before Mter
59 71
» - 13 44 48
T e 0 
* # # * * 43 52
significant 39 52
at 0,01 level 35 5 0
36 41
3 0 Ab
26 31
27 3 3
26 27
25 3 3
24 28
20 Ab
16 22
18 22
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N
T
13
21
N
T
12
1.5
OèÔl level.
Burt Reading test administered before and after the
experiment;
Before After
67 70
60 63
59 56
52 49
49 Ab
45 53
45 42
39 47
37 39
35 42
35 35
33 35
30 31
29 31
23 27
Wilcoxan 7 test for control group using scores from
Schonell Reading test administered before and after
the experiment.
Before After
58 65
43 45
40 42
at 33 Ab
36 35
35 40
28 28
29 29
28 31
25 30
21 24
22 25
18 19
14 17
9 13
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ÎSbig.22- £.£ÊS£.ïï?i2S-SÊ2E£2Jl2ïïj£S25ÊU 
££S£.:.B22£.2ïE2EiSSS£
Ç25£î2i.&22E », 45, 42, 35, 40, 28, 29,
H ■= 14 31, 30, 24, 25, 19, 17, 13.
EîB££iS£B£SLSE2BB 71, 48, 52, 52, 50, 41, 33, 27,
B ■= 13 33, 28, 22, 22.
significant at 0*20 level.
tîU î.îh  £.£25£.aiiBS.S£2ï£S.!£22.l2î£-5£SâiSS 
££!£.:.E2££.2KB££ÎS25£'
S22££2LSf2BB 70, 53, 56, 49, 53, 42, 47, 39,
H - 14 42, 35, 35, 31, 31, 27.
lîfB££i5l5£Sl.Ç|2BE 77, 69, 69, 59, 57, 55, 52,
K a 15 45, 41, 45, 42, 38, 34, 34, 37.
t a 1.212
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test pre end post experiment*
Pre^ -^^ exgeriment 58, 43, 60, 33, 36, 35, 28,
W » 15 29, 28, 25, 21, 22, 14, 9, 18*
E2S&*%*S*È*Ei*ES£ 85, 45, 42, 35, 40, 28, 29, 31,
W « 14 30, 24, 25, 19, 17, 13.
t " 0.495
%bl2*3Ê* £*î2ë£.22fEêiiBi*SS2£2S*2l*922l£2î*l£22E*il2f*l2E£
test pre end post experiment.
Pre^ l^^ e^xgeriment 67; 60, 59, 52, 49# 45, 45,
N « 15 39, 37, 35, 35, 33, 30, 29, 23.
E22ï*r*2S2*i*22ï 70, 63, 56, 49, 53, 42, 47,
39, 42, 35, 35, 31, 31, 27.
t * 0.372
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ÎS6i2*iê*
Schonell test pre and post experiment.
EES**Z.22EESEi*SSS 59, 46, 43, 39, 35, 36, 30,
K « 15 28, 27, 26, 25, 24, 20, 16, 18
*SS£*r*2^2El*f2l 71, 48, 52, 52, 50, 41, 31,
N « 15 33, 27, 33, 28, 22, 22.
C e. 1.602. significant at 0*10 level.
ïiti2.2Z* î*ï2Sl.22fBHi2S*f22E2S*Sf*l$l2SiSi2£fi*iRHE*IS2f
Burt test pre and post experiment. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
*E2**Z*2EB2IÎ*2B£ 63, 59, 57, 50, 46, 42, 39,
N « 15 39# 35, 35, 35, 34, 29, 29, 29.
SS2£*Z*2^2E&#SB£ 77, 69, 69, 59, 57, 55, 52, 45,
N e 15 41, 45, 42, 38, 34, 34# 37;
t « 1.94 significant at 0.05 level.
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Table 28* t test using scores from Burt Reading test 
pre • experiment*
fa * * * * * * * > • * * * * * * *
£2B£E2i*SSBHB 30, 45, 27, 34, 15, 32, 20, 5, 27*
N * 9
SEB£EifSB£§i*9lBBB 38, 47, 27, 35, 15, 30, 15, 7, 27,
W « 9
t « 0*00701*
* * * * * * * * * * * *
Table.29' £-£ef£."SiS8.f£2ÏÊ!-fîS5.5Sï£.5e2âiBS.££!£-2!£SE
first half of experiment 
* * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * • » *  * * * * * *
£S5£E2i*Sl2BB 33, 45, 27, 39, 18, 30, 28, 11*
K “ 8
E5E£Eiï25£§LSï22E »' 53, 27, 44, 13, 39, 22, 12, 28.
K «■ 9
, t “ 0.42
fable 30. t test using scores from Burt Heading test at the 
* * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * # * — * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
end of experiment.
SSBEEBLSESBB 41, 19, 19, 25, 28, 41, 28, 55, 45.
N * * .
Exgerimentaljroue 35, 20, 20, 30, 32, 35, 30, 55, 42.
t c 0.036
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Sf£eï.iS£i.E2ï£.S!.£!î£j2BÊïi2S5£'
Control Group 24, 36, 21, 28, 7, 26, 12, S, 19.
K o 9
E^erlmentûl^Groug 29, 46, 23, 30, 15, 28, 15, 12, 25*
t * 0.475
Table 32. t test using rate scores from Heale form Am m m m m m m m  m m m m m m m m - m m m m m m r n m m i ^ m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m m
after 1st. part of the Experiment.
£9B£EBÎ*9E9BB 83, 41, 26, 32, 17, 31, 23, 19, 33#
: .N » 9
55B2ïi222£2i-Sï2HÊ 54, 57, 35, 29, 19, 32, 18, 17, 41.
N a 9
t *s 0.946
m m m m m m m r n m
ÎS£iê.2l» £*îB2l*BSîBi-£2fBE*îîB5iîBB-iS2ÎB2.fî2B*5ê§ÎB*l9ES**
after 1st* part of the experiment.
***■»«** *•»• «»•» I» ••*•■••**•*■*• 0» fa * X* •*••«*> *
Control Group 8, 11, 8, 11, 1, 7, 4, 2, 8*
m m r n m m m m m m m m m m .  ' '
h e 9
lBBIEÎ*BB£ii*£lBHB n# 12, 10, 8, S, ll, 8, 3, 8.
K « 9
t « 1.4
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ïs£iB*2â* £*££S£-BBiBI-âSSBEf£X-2£2EêS-fE2f*SSSiB-f2Ei.5 
s!£Sî.2s5-ESïMf.|6£.2£ESïi5£2£‘
Control Group 29, 11, 9, 12, 24, 28, 15, 46, 31#
m m m m m m m m m m m m U
K « 9
E^erimental^Groug 31, 14, 19, 24, 33, 39, 26, 44, 39,
K w 9
t « 1*346 
* * * * * * * * *
Table 35, t test usine rate scores from Heale form B* * * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * l i * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * « i » * « w * * *
after 2nd part of the ejqserlment*
Control Group 57, 22, 23, 23, 39, 23, 26, 55, 57,
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
Es^ erimental^ Groug 67, 22, 26, 27, 39, 43, 37, 60, 49#
N *s 9
t « 0.675 
* * * * * * * * *
%ble_36. L£gS£.5g&5LS2à£EÉESEE25.ES2:EE.K25.BEgkJSI5.G. 
Si£ÊÏ.22â.ES££-2Lat.S2EÊïi2SS£*
4, 3, 8, 10, 8, 11, 19, 10#
, K ..gr :
10, 11, 11, 9, 19, 19; 12, 17, 19#
t *» 2.24 significant at 0.05 level. 
. * * * * * * * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
H « 9
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Reading test before and after the experiment#
Before 36, 30, 67, 45, 27, 27, 35, 34, 15,
* * * * « • • »  '  ^  '  ^ ^
N » 18 15, 30, 32, IS, 20, 8, 5, 27, 27.
After 41, 35, 55, 55, 28, 28, 45, 42, 18,
* * * * *
N # 18 18, 41, 35, 24, 30, 18, 18, 28, 32*
t » 1.6
£e,EfSï*£2îBI£iBI-fEîl«Bi£5*SEif-BiiB§*f22BEê£ï.f£2EEI 
achieved in the two parts of the experiment*
• • • • • • « . « ■ - • • I t ' *  » •« » « » < * ••• •« •  • * • • < . « * • • • * * • • * < • ► • < * ♦ * *
Control Group 29, 24, 19, 24, 36, 46, 12, 12, 15,
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
N a 18 21, 26, 28, 28, 31, 7, 11, 9, 5.
Exgerknentgl;_Crogg 29, 31, 33, 25, 44, 46, 24, 15, 23,
N m 18 26, 39, 28, 39, 30, 14, 15, 12, 19.
t a 1.7 significant Bt 0.10 level.
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scores achieved lu the two parts of the e:;peri?nent•
SBBÎHBÎxxSEBBB 12, 8, 8, 10, 11, 19, 4, 8, 11, 8,
K « 18 7, 8, 11, 10, 1, 4, 3, a.
?EBBEiWB2îBLëI2BB 10, 19# 8# 17, 12, 9# 8, 10,
N «S 18 12, 19, 11, 19, a, 11, 8, 3, 11.
t^ »^ l.9 significant at 0*10 level*
Ïs£i£*à2*' ' l*î22î#.è2SÊiîiBi*52ÎI-Bi£B.*BBii«HSiBi,£ê£B^ S£2EII
achieved in the two parts cf the experiment#
«> IB fX XX X» M  a> X» XX ax «X •* X» XX4» fa X> XX X» *■ «X <» «X X* XX X» X» W W  X» fa «X W  XX X» X» •* XX
SSSËESl.SlSSE 57* 33, 33, 39, 41, 55, 23, 23, 26,
R -  18 26, 31, 23, 32, 57, 17, 22, 23, 19.
l£ESliS£2lSi.Sï22B 53» 67, 39, 41, 60, 57, 27, 18, 35,
H « 18 37, 43, 32, S3, 29, 22, 19, 17, 26.
t a 1.13
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ÎSÏiS.âi. £.£Sgt.2Si5i.i£2lÊS.£ï25.ÊH£l.S25âi56-££S£
pre^ experîment^
& * * * * * & * * * * * * *
Control Group S4, 46, 39, 36, 36, 35, 33, 30, 27»
* * * * * * * * *  * * '* § »
N * 9
E^erlmental^Groug 56, 48, 45, 36, 36, 35, 35, 31, 31*
N » 9
t ** 0*474 
* * * * * * * * *
£*l£S£*BSiBI*S£BEBB-f£2S#5BEl*SBiâlBlxxSB££»fS£BE
ii£i.lîSii.Sl.£tîS.£ÎBfïi5S2£i
Control Group 64, 56, 48, 37, 37, 37, 36, 37, 33»
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
N « 9
É^erimental^Groug 59, 49, 49, 39, 40, 40, 36, 34, 33#
N « 9
t *=« 0.152
%ble_43. £.£ei£.ufis|.S£2£SS.lE£?jS££jfS^
end of the experiment.
«X «• X» «k «• «B •» «  •> XP 4M a> •» fa <M «X «» «» «•>
Control Group 66, 57, 49, 38, 43, 40, 37, 39, 34»
* * * * * * * * * * * * *  V
N # 9
Exoerimeatal Group 66, 51, 52, 40, 42, 45, 39, 43, 33.
K ts 9
t « 0.188
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after 1st part of the experiment#
*  * * * * * * « » *  * * * « » « • * * * « » * * * • » * *  * * * * * * * *
S25££2ij9l2%E 58, 43, 38, 26, 22, 26, 27, 28, 25#
h « 9
E£E2EiSSS£Sl.Si222 57, 41, 41, 31, 24, 26, 32, 30, 30#
W « 9
t «» 0.406
table 45* t test using rate scores from Keale form A 
* * * * * * * *  * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
after 1st part of the e^eriment#
«• 4B •••• «X <# «X •»«>«• fa •> «i «• a» •»•»•»«»«>«» X» «X tw fa «• ax •» w  «■>«• «*
922£I2Î«9E2HE 104, 56, 62, 85, 33, 46, 56, 39, 38.
W « 9
E^erimental^Groug 73, S3, 128, 105, 56, 51, 39, 48, 80#
W tt 9
t « 1.016 
* * * * * * * * *
after 1st part of the experiment.
• » • » » X »• • • « • • • • » « •  f a •  X » 4 .  «I KI »f a * m » I .  •
SSEIESLSESSE 0^# 15# 15, 6, 8, 10, 6, 6, 7.
K « 9
lEÊEEifiBÎSLSE22Ê 1^ # 15# 10# 7, 5# 5, 14, 14, 7#
H « 9
t « 0.195
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after 2nd part of the experiment#
Control Group 52, 23, 43, 33, 30, 45, 31, 32, 31#
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
N « 9
E^ erimental^ Grottg 74, 30, 46, 34, 36, 52, 38, 32, 32*
K *» 9
t *» 1*604
* * * * * * * * *
5ble_48. tJe|t.u5t56,r5tejcot|jJïomJegleJotmJ
s!£SlJslBiï£-2!JÊÊ.£SB£ïiSf2£'
Control Croup 71, 49, 96, 73 , 31, 96, 31, 89 , 78.
N * 9
E^erimental^Groug 76, 53, 61, 58, 34, 49, 34, 64, 100#
N « 9
t *« 0.637
. «• #x «X-*x <# #> W tk •#
îêlif-iS* ï*l2Sl*2Sî2l-£2SEI2S2B2l2S*.fÊ2l22-fl2fiS22i2*S2SS*l 
f£Kî.2Sâ.e5E£.2l.£ÎÎÊ.S5Elli5S5£*
Control Group 20, 1, 11, 11, 13, 21, 12, 10, 9#
* * * * * * * * * * * * *  '
N # 9
Exgerimental^ Groug 30, 10, 22, 14, 11, 21, 14, 13, 11#
W « 9
t *» 1#405
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achieved in the two parts of the experiment.
SSSKSl.SESBE 58, 43, 38, 26, 22, 26, 27, 28, 25,
N - 18 52, 23, 43, 33, 30, 45, 31, 32, 31.
E^erimentgl^Ctoug 57, 41, 41, 31, 24, 26, 32, 30, 30.
N a 18 74, 30, 46, 34, 36, 52, 38, 32, 32.
t ■» 1.049
Tgblejl. tJe|t.£omggti2|.geU.wlth.|lf,ugls^
SÊl!iÊÏS§.i5.ftÊ.£^.ESE£S-2i .a®,£5E£EiSSS£*
Control Group 71, 49, 96, 73, 31, 96, 31, 89, 78,
* * * * * * * * * * * * *
K a 18 104, 56, 62, 85, 33, 46, 56, 39, 38.
E^erimeatgVCroug 78, 53, 61, 58, 34, 49, 34, 64, 100.
K - 18 73, S3, 128, 105, 56, 51, 39, 48, 80.
t a 0.216
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îêSiS.il* iSB
l£2E£S*B£&iêtBB.iB*SB£-£f2*BS£££.B£*£îîf»fl^ 2EiB£B£*
Control Group 20, 15, 15, 6, 8, 10, 6, 6, 7;
N *•? 18 20, 1, 11, 11, 13, 21, 12, 10, 9*
SïE£li5£5£gi.ei2SE 5*
N a 18 30, 10, 22, 14, 11, 21, 14, 13, 11.
t ■= 1.060
îêBiS.SI» £B.E2Sl*£2BB§liB8*S£if JfiSïxxfSif.BSiBi.fSBEBI.fl^
the Burt Reading test before and after the experiment.
Before 56, 48, 45, 36, 36, 35, 35, 31, 31,
H <= 18 54, 46, 39, 36, 35, 35, 33, 30, 27.
After 66, 51, 52, 40, 42, 45, 39, 43, 33,
N = 18 66, 57, 49, 38; 43, 40, 37, 39, 34.
t » 4.879 algnifleent at 0.001 level.
XXXXX*«X»X,X»«XXB
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APPENDIX Bi
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QUESTIONNAIRE î TEACHER'S ATTITUDES TOWARDS THE 
USE OF AUDIO VISUAL AIDS IN THE TEACHING OF
READING.
I. Male
Female Fleaae tick appropriate box.
2. AgeI 25 and aader
26 * 34 year# 
35 - 44 years 
45 a»d over
3.
Please tick appropriate box. 
#lcb age group do you teach la yout present post? Please tick
appropriate box.Nursery
Infant
First
Junior
Middle
Secondary
4. How many years have you been a teacher? Please calculate 
completed years end tick appropriate box.
5.
Probationary year 
1 - 4  years 
5 - 10 years 
11 - 14 years 
15 - 20 years 
21 - 24 years 
25 years and over
Which of the following age ranges did you specialise In during your
professional training? Please tick appropriate box.
None
Nursery
Nursery/Infant
Infant
Infant/Junior
Junior
Junior/Secondary 
Secondary
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6. Which of the following qualifications do you hold? 
box or boxes*
Teacher's Certificate
Diploma In Education
Post Graduate Certificate In Education
First Degree
Higher Degree
Any other (please specify)
Please tick
8.
7* Are any of the following aids available In your school for use In
the teaching of reading? Please tick appropriate box.
Yes No
Television (BBC & ITV)
Close Circuit T.V.
Radio
Synchrofax / Talking Page 
Language Master 
Tape Recorder (Reel/Cassette)
Talking Typewriter 
Record Player 
Overhead Projector
How useful do you feel the following machines would be In the teaching 
of reading? Indicate your response by putting a circle round the 
number you feel represents your true feelings* e,g# If you feel a 
tape recorder would be ^ extremely useful" circle $ thus and so on for 
all the other Items* Follow the same procedure In the following 
sections that are similar In design to this*
Extremely Useful
4
Useful Fairly Useful Of little Use Of no Use
Television (BBG/ITV) 5 4 $' 2
Close Circuit T.V. - '-5 ; 4 %' 2
Radio 5 4 2
Synchrofax/Talklng Page 5 4 3 2
Language Master 5 4 3 2
Tape Recorder (Reel/Cassette) 5 4 3 2
Talking Typewriter 5 4 3 2
Record Player 5 4 3 2
Overhead Projector S 4 3 2
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9. Please Indicate roughly how many hours a week you use the following 
aids in the teaching of reading* Please tick the appropriate boxes,
0 hr, I hr. 2 hr. 3 hr. 4f hr.
10.
II.
Television (BBC/ITV)
Close Circuit T.V.
Radio
Syncbrofax/Talking Page
Language Master
Tape Recorder (Reel/Cassette)
Talking Typewriter
Record Player
Overhead Projector
Did you have any advice on the use of the following aids in the 
teaching of reading during your College/Onlversity course? 
Please tick appropriate boxes*
Television (BBC/ITV)
Close Circuit T.V.
Radio
Synchrofax/Talklng Page 
Language Master 
Tape Recorder (Reel/Câssette)
Talking Typewriter 
Record Player 
Overhead Projector
Have you ever attended an In - service training course on the use 
Of any of the following aids in the teaching of reading? Please 
tick appropriate boxes*
tes No
Television (RBC/ITV)
Close Circuit T.V#
Radio
Synchrofax/Talklng Page
Language Master
Tape Recorder (Reel/Cassette)
Talking Typewriter
Record Player
Overhead Projector
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12. As part of an in * service training.scheme bow useful .would It be 
to provide e course on the use of the following aids in the teaching 
of reading?
5 4 3 2 I
Very Useful. Useful fairly Useful Of little Use Of no Use
Television (BBC/mr) S 4 3 2
Close Circuit T.V# 5 4 3 2
Radio S 4 3 a
Bynchrofax/Tslking tage s 4 3 a
Language Master 5 4 3 2
Tape Recorder (Reel/Cassette) S 4 3 a
Talking typewriter 5 4 3 2
Record Player ■ ■ 5 4 3 a
Overhead Projector 5 4 3 2
13* Could you please Indicate #hlch (If any) of these aids you had not
heard #f before this questionnaire* Please Indicate your response 
by ticking the appropriate boxes.
Yea No
Television (BBG/ITV)
Close Circuit T.V*
Radio
Synchrofax/Talklng Page
Language Master
Tape Recorder (Reel/Cassette)
Talking Typewriter
Record Player
Overhead Projector
Thank you for assisting with this questionnaire* Would you 
please add m y  pertinent conments you would like to make about the use 
of audio visual aids in the teaching of reading#
